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Abstract
We propose a general procedure to construct noncommutative deformations of an embed-
ded submanifold M of Rn determined by a set of smooth equations fa(x) = 0. We use the
framework of Drinfel’d twist deformation of differential geometry of [Aschieri et al., Class.
Quantum Gravity 23 (2006), 1883]; the commutative pointwise product is replaced by a (gen-
erally noncommutative) ?-product determined by a Drinfel’d twist. The twists we employ
are based on the Lie algebra Ξt of vector fields that are tangent to all the submanifolds that
are level sets of the fa (tangent infinitesimal diffeomorphisms); the twisted Cartan calculus
is automatically equivariant under twisted Ξt. We can consistently project a connection from
the twisted Rn to the twisted M if the twist is based on a suitable Lie subalgebra e ⊂ Ξt. If
we endow Rn with a metric then twisting and projecting to the normal and tangent vector
fields commute, and we can project the Levi-Civita connection consistently to the twisted M ,
provided the twist is based on the Lie subalgebra k ⊂ e of the Killing vector fields of the
metric; a twisted Gauss theorem follows, in particular. Twisted algebraic manifolds can be
characterized in terms of generators and ?-polynomial relations. We present in some detail
twisted cylinders embedded in twisted Euclidean R3 and twisted hyperboloids embedded in
twisted Minkowski R3 [these are twisted (anti-)de Sitter spaces dS2, AdS2].
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1 Introduction
The notion of a submanifold N of a manifold M is a fundamental concept in (differential)
geometry, playing a crucial role in various branches of mathematics and physics. A metric,
connection, ..., on M uniquely induces (see e.g. [39]) a metric, connection, ..., on N . In the last
few decades various deep physical and mathematical reasons have stimulated the generalization
of differential geometry to so-called Noncommutative Geometry (NCG) [13, 41, 43, 44, 37]. In
particular, NCG has been advocated as a suitable framework for formulating a fundamental
(or at least an effective) theory of quantum spacetime allowing the quantization of gravity (see
e.g. [18, 1]) and/or for unifying fundamental interactions (see e.g. [14, 11]). It is therefore
natural and important to investigate whether and to what extent a notion of a submanifold
is possible and fruitful in the NCG framework. Surprisingly, this question has received little
systematic attention so far (rather isolated exceptions are the papers [46, 36, 54]). On several
noncommutative (NC) spaces one can make sense of special classes of NC submanifolds, but
some features of the latter may depart from their commutative counterparts. For instance, from
the noncommutative algebra “of functions on the quantum group Uq(n)”, which is generated
by the n2 matrix elements of a n×n unitary matrix, one can obtain the one A on the quantum
group SUq(n) by imposing that the so-called q-determinant (a suitable central element) be 1,
as in the commutative (q = 1) limit; but the so-called quantum group bicovariant differential
calculus on A (i.e. the corresponding A-bimodule Ω of 1-forms) remains of dimension n2
instead of n2 − 1 [56]. The same phenomenon occurs e.g. obtaining the SOq(n)-covariant
quantum Euclidean spheres Sn−1q from the SOq(n)-covariant quantum Euclidean spaces Rnq by
imposing that the [central and SOq(n)-invariant] square distance r
2 from the origin be 1; said
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differently, the 1-form dr2 cannot be imposed to vanish, and actually the graded commutator[
1
q2−1r
−2dr2, ·
]
acts as the exterior derivative [30, 52, 28, 10].
In the present work we wish to address the above question systematically within the frame-
work of deformation quantization [6] in the particular approach based on Drinfel’d twisting
[19] of Hopf algebras. We restrict our attention to the noncommutative generalization of em-
bedded submanifolds of Rn, because by the Whitney embedding theorems [42] one can always
embed a smooth manifold M in Rn with a sufficiently high dimension n. More precisely, we
shall assume that M ⊂ Rn consists of points of x ∈ Rn fulfilling a set of equations
fa(x) = 0, a = 1, 2, ..., k < n, (1)
where f ≡ (f1, ..., fk) : Rn 7→ Rk are smooth functions such that the Jacobian matrix J =
∂f/∂x is of rank k on all Rn; or, more generally, that f is well-defined and J is of rank
k on an open subset Df ⊂ Rn, and M consists of the points of Df fulfilling (1). In all
our examples here Ef := Rn \ Df will be empty or of zero measure. By replacing in (1)
fa(x) 7→ fac (x) := fa(x) − ca, with c ≡ (c1, ..., ck) ∈ f (Df ), we obtain a whole k-parameter
family of embedded manifolds Mc (M0 = M) of dimension n−k that are level sets of f .
Embedded submanifolds N ⊂ M can be obtained by adding more equations to (1). The ∗-
algebra XM of smooth complex-valued functions on M can be expressed as the quotient of the
∗-algebra X = C∞(Df ) of smooth functions on Df over the ideal C ⊂ X of smooth functions
vanishing on M :
XM := X/C ≡ { [α] := α+ C | α ∈ X}; (2)
In the appendix we prove that C is generated by the left-hand sides (lhs) of (1):
Proposition 1 C =
k⊕
a=1
Xfa =
k⊕
a=1
faX , i.e. for all h ∈ C there exist ha ∈ X such that
h(x) =
k∑
a=1
ha(x)fa(x) =
k∑
a=1
fa(x)ha(x). (3)
Similarly, XN can be obtained as the quotient of XM over the ideal generated by further
equations of the type (1), or equivalently as the quotient of X over the larger ideal generated
by all such equations. Identifying vector fields with first order differential operators, we denote
as Ξ := {X = Xi∂i | Xi ∈ X} the Lie algebra of smooth vector fields X on Df ; here and
below we abbreviate ∂i ≡ ∂/∂xi. Those vector fields X ∈ Ξ such that X(fa) belong to C for
all a, or equivalently such that X(h) belongs to C if h does (i.e. vanishes when restricted to
M) make up a Lie subalgebra ΞC , which is also a X -bimodule; those such that X(h) belongs
to C for all h ∈ X make up a smaller Lie subalgebra ΞCC , which is actually an ideal in ΞC and
itself a X -bimodule. It decomposes as ΞCC =
⊕k
a=1 f
aΞ. The Lie algebra ΞM of vector fields
tangent to M can be identified with that of derivations of XM , namely with the quotient
ΞM := ΞC/ΞCC ≡
{
[X] := X + ΞCC | X ∈ ΞC
}
. (4)
If fa(x) are polynomial functions fulfilling suitable irreducibility conditions and we set
X = Pol•(Rn), the ∗-algebra of complex-valued polynomial functions on Rn (instead of X =
C∞(Df )), then again the ∗-algebra XM of complex-valued polynomial functions on M can
be expressed as the quotient XM = X/C, where C ⊂ X is the ideal of polynomial functions
vanishing on M , Ξ := {X = Xi∂i | Xi ∈ X} is the Lie algebra of polynomial vector fields X
on Rn, etc. C can be decomposed again in the form (3), with X = Pol•(Rn) [35].
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Often one is interested in noncommutative deformations of differential geometry on a man-
ifold, i.e. in families of NCGs depending on a formal parameter ν and reducing to the original
one if we formally set ν = 0. Deformation quantization [6, 40] provides a general framework to
deform X into a noncommutative algebra X? over C[[ν]] (the ring of formal power series in ν
with coefficients in C): as a module over C[[ν]] X? coincides with X [[ν]], but the commutative
pointwise product αβ of α, β ∈ X (C[[ν]]-bilinearly extended to X [[ν]]) is deformed into a
possibly noncommutative (but still associative) product,
α ? β = αβ +
∞∑
l=1
νlBl(α, β), (5)
where Bl are suitable bidifferential operators of degree l at most. We wish to deform XM into
a noncommutative algebra XM? in the form of a quotient
XM? := X?/C? ≡
{
[α] := α+ C? | α ∈ X?
}
(6)
with C? a two-sided ideal of X?. In order that also XM? = XM [[ν]] holds as an equality of
C[[ν]]-modules we require that C? = C[[ν]], i.e. that c?α, α?c ∈ C[[ν]] for all α ∈ X , c ∈ C, so
that (α+c)?(α′+c′)−α?α′ ∈ C[[ν]] for all α, α′ ∈ X [[ν]] and c, c′ ∈ C[[ν]]. As a result, taking
the quotient commutes with deforming the product: (X/C)? = X?/C?. These conditions are
fulfilled if1, for all α ∈ X , a = 1, .., k,
α ? fa = αfa = fa ? α ⇔ Bl(α, fa) = 0 = Bl(fa, α) ∀l ∈ N (7)
(this implies that the fa are central in X?, again).
In [19] Drinfel’d has introduced a general deformation quantization procedure of universal
enveloping algebras Ug (seen as Hopf algebras) of Lie groups G and of their module algebras,
based on twisting; a twist is a suitable element (a 2-cocycle, see section 2.1.1)
F = 1⊗1 +
∞∑
l=1
νl
∑
Il
FIl1 ⊗FIl2 ∈ Ug⊗ Ug[[ν]] (8)
(here ⊗ = ⊗C[[ν]]). It acts on the tensor product of any two Ug-modules or module algebras, in
particular algebras of functions on any G-manifold (i.e. smooth manifolds G acts on), including
some symplectic2 manifolds [4]. In [1] the authors consider the Lie algebra g = ΞM of smooth
vector fields on a generic smooth manifold M (this is the Lie algebra of the infinite-dimensional
Lie group of diffeomorphisms of M) and the UΞM -module algebra XM = C∞(M); FIl1 ,FIl2
seen as differential operators acting on XM have order l at most and no zero-order term. The
deformed product reads
α ? β := αβ +
∞∑
l=1
νl
∑
Il
FIl1 (α) FIl2 (β) , (9)
1In fact, for all c ≡ ∑ka=1 faca ∈ C (ca ∈ X ) (7) implies c = ∑ka=1 fa ? ca, so that for all α ∈ X c ? α =
(
∑k
a=1 f
a ? ca) ? α =
∑k
a=1 f
a ? (ca ? α)
(7)
=
∑k
a=1 f
a(ca ? α) ∈ C[[ν]], by the associativity of ?; and similarly for α ? c.
Note that it is not sufficient to require that α ? fa−αfa, fa ? α−faα, or equivalently Bl(α, fa), Bl(fa, α), belong
to C to obtain the same results. As a more general condition ensuring c ? α, α ? c ∈ C[[ν]] one could require
that for all a = 1, .., k and α ∈ X the product faα = αfa can be expressed as a combination of ?-products:
faα = f b ? Aab (α) = A
′a
b (α) ? f
b.
2However this quantization procedure does not apply to every Poisson manifold: there are several symplectic
manifolds, e.g. the symplectic 2-sphere and the symplectic Riemann surfaces of genus g > 1, which do not admit
a ?-product induced by a Drinfel’d twist (c.f. [7, 15]). Nevertheless, if one is not taking into account the Poisson
structure, every G-manifold can be quantized via the above approach.
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where F = 1⊗1 +∑∞l=1 νl∑Il FIl1 ⊗ FIl2 is the inverse of the twist. In the sequel we will
abbreviate F = F1 ⊗ F2, F = F1 ⊗ F2 (Sweedler notation with suppressed summation
symbols). In the presence of several copies of F we write F1⊗F2 and F ′1⊗F ′2 etc. in order to
distinguish the summations. Actually Ref. [1] twists not only UΞM into a new Hopf algebra
UΞFM and XM into a UΞFM -module algebra XM? , but also the UΞM -equivariant XM -bimodule
of differential forms on M , their tensor powers, the Lie derivative, and the geometry on M
(metric, connection, curvature, torsion,...) - if present -, into deformed counterparts.
Here, as in [46], we shall take the algebraic characterization (2-4) as the starting point for
defining submanifolds in NCG, but use a twist-deformed differential calculus on it3.
Ξt := {X ∈ Ξ | X(f1) = 0, ..., X(fk) = 0} ⊂ ΞC (10)
is the Lie subalgebra of vector fields tangent to all submanifolds Mc (because they fulfill
X(fac ) = 0 for all c ∈ f(Df )) at all points; it is an X -bimodule as well. The starting point of
the present work is the observation that, applying this deformation procedure to X = C∞(Df )
with a twist F ∈ UΞt ⊗ UΞt[[ν]], we satisfy (7) and therefore obtain a deformation X? of
X such that XMc? = XMc [[ν]] = X?/Cc? for all c ∈ f(Df ); moreover, ΞMc? = ΞMc [[ν]] =
ΞCc?/ΞCCc?, see section 3. In other words, we obtain a noncommutative deformation, in
the sense of deformation quantization and in the form of quotients as in (2-4), of the k-
parameter family of embedded manifolds Mc ⊂ Rn. Actually, for every X ∈ ΞC there is an
element in the equivalence class [X] that belongs to Ξt, namely its tangent projection Xt (see
Proposition 6). X?,Ξ?, ... are UΞF -equivariant, while XMc? ,ΞM?,Ξt?, ... are UΞFt -equivariant.
If F is unitary or real, then UΞF and X? admit ∗-structures (involutions) making them a Hopf
∗-algebra and a UΞF -module ∗-algebra respectively; thereby UΞFt is a Hopf ∗-subalgebra and
XMc? ,Ξt?, ... are a UΞFt -module ∗-algebra and UΞFt -equivariant Lie ∗-algebras, respectively. By
the same procedure one can obtain noncommutative deformations of differential geometry on
submanifolds N ⊂M ⊂ Rn.
The plan of the paper will be as follows.
In section 2 we present preliminary material, first on twisting (section 2.1), then on its
application [1, 2, 3] to the differential geometry on a generic manifold (section 2.2).
In section 3 we deal with twist deformations of embedded manifolds M ⊂ Rn in the smooth
context. In section 3.1 we pave the way for these deformations recalling or deriving basic facts
about differential geometry on a submanifold M of Rn, i.e. how the Cartan Calculus and any
connection, metric, etc., on Rn induces corresponding data on M , how to concretely build bases
of the bimodules of tangent and normal vectors fields, and the corresponding projections,....
In section 3.2 we first show that the whole twisted Cartan calculus on X? is projected to the
one on XM? in the same way as for its undeformed counterpart, and that projection commutes
with twisting, for all twists F ∈ UΞt⊗UΞt[[ν]]. Then we show that the same can be done for:
i) a connection ∇, using a twist F ∈ Ue ⊗ Ue[[ν]], where e is the corresponding equivariance
Lie algebra (a Lie subalgebra of Ξt); ii) the metric, and the associated Levi-Civita connection,
using a twist F ∈ Uk⊗ Uk[[ν]], where k ⊆ e is the Lie subalgebra of the corresponding Killing
vector fields. Under the latter assumptions one can build a twisted version not only of the
first, but also of the second fundamental form, and prove a twisted version of Gauss theorem.
3The derivation-based approach to differential calculi of Dubois-Violette and Michor [20], which was used in [46],
does not encompass several differential calculi (e.g. quantum group covariant ones), or requires algebra extensions
to succed (see e.g. [10]). The approaches to the differential calculus a` la Connes [13] and Woronowicz [56] (which
include the one we are considering here) are more general: the bimodule of noncommutative differential 1-forms is
the primary object from which the whole calculus can be derived by imposing the Leibniz rule and nilpotency of
the exterior derivative. As a result, the dual module consists of noncommutative vector fields which are no longer
derivations.
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The bimodules of tangent and normal vectors fields and the corresponding projections remain
essentially undeformed; for these bimodules there exist suitable k-invariant bases. To build
concrete examples of twisted submanifolds one can look for M ⊂ Rn such that Ξt contains a
finite-dimensional Lie subalgebra g, because the simplest known Drinfel’d twists are based on
such a g; a nontrivial g surely exists if M is symmetric under some Lie group.
One can apply [35] this procedure to algebraic submanifolds M ⊂ Rn, in particular quadrics
(i.e. level sets of a polynomial function f(x) = 0 of degree 2); for the latter there exists a Lie
subalgebra g (of dimension at least 2) of both Ξt and the Lie algebra aff(n) of the affine group
Aff(Rn) = Rn×GL(n) of Rn. Choosing a twist F ∈ Ug ⊗ Ug[[ν]] one finds that the algebra
X = Pol•(Rn) of polynomial functions (with complex coefficients) in the set of Cartesian
coordinates x1, ..., xn is deformed so that every ?-polynomial of degree k in x equals an ordinary
polynomial of the same degree in x, and vice versa. The same occurs with the X?-bimodules and
algebras Ω•? of differential forms, that of differential operators, etc. In [35] the authors discuss
in detail deformations of all families of quadric surfaces embedded in R3 that are induced by
twists of the abelian [51] or Jordanian [48, 49] type. In section 4 of the present work, as first
concrete illustrations of the approach, we content ourselves with presenting some cocycle twist
deformations for two families of quadric surfaces Mc embedded in R3, namely the one of elliptic
(in particular, circular) cylinders, and that of (in particular, circular) hyperboloids and cone;
they are induced by unitary abelian or Jordanian twists. Actually the second family splits
into a class of connected manifolds and a class of disconnected ones, each of which consists
of two connected components: the first class contains the 1-sheeted hyperboloids, the second
one contains the 2-sheeted hyperboloids and the cone, which has two nappes separated by
the apex (a singular point); all are closed, except the cone. Endowing R3 with the Euclidean
(resp. Minkowski) metric gives the circular cylinders (resp. hyperboloids and cone) a Lie
algebra k of isometries of dimension at least 2; choosing a twist F ∈ Uk⊗ Uk[[ν]] we thus find
twisted (pseudo)Riemannian Mc (with the metric given by the twisted first fundamental form)
that are symmetric under the Hopf algebra UkF (the “quantum group of isometries”), and
the twisted Levi-Civita connection on all Mc equals the projection of the twisted Levi-Civita
connection on R3 (the exterior derivative), while the twisted curvature can be expressed in
terms of the twisted second fundamental form through the twisted Gauss theorem. Actually,
the metric, Levi-Civita connection, intrinsic and extrinsic curvatures of the circular cylinders
and hyperboloids, as elements in the appropriate tensor spaces, remain undeformed; the twist
enters only their action on twisted tensor products of vector fields. The twisted hyperboloids
can be seen as twisted (anti-)de Sitter spaces dS2, AdS2.
In section 5 we summarize our results, add further remarks, mention possible mathematical
developments, physical applications, issues worth further investigations.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Twisted algebraic structures
2.1.1 Twisting Hopf algebras H :=Ug
As known, the universal enveloping algebra (UEA) H := Ug of the Lie algebra g of any Lie
group G is a Hopf algebra. First, we briefly recall what this means. Let
ε(1) = 1, ∆(1) = 1⊗1, S(1) = 1,
ε(g) = 0, ∆(g) = g⊗1 + 1⊗g, S(g) = −g, if g ∈ g;
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ε,∆ are extended to all of H as algebra maps, S as an antialgebra map:
ε : H → C, ∆ : H → H⊗H, S : H → H,
ε(ab) = ε(a)ε(b), ∆(ab) = ∆(a)∆(b), S(ab) = S(b)S(a).
(11)
The extensions of ε,∆, S are unambiguous, because ε(g) = 0, ∆
(
[g, g′]
)
=
[
∆(g),∆(g′)
]
,
S
(
[g, g′]
)
=
[
S(g′), S(g)
]
if g, g′ ∈ g. The maps ε,∆, S are the abstract operations by which
one constructs the trivial representation, the tensor product of any two representations and
the contragredient of any representation, respectively. H=Ug equipped with ε,∆, S is a Hopf
algebra; this means that a number of properties (see e.g. [12, 44, 23]) are fulfilled, in particular
(∆ ⊗ id) ◦∆ = (id ⊗∆) ◦∆ (coassociativity), ( ⊗ id) ◦∆ = id = (id ⊗ ) ◦∆ (counitality),
µ ◦ (S ⊗ id) ◦∆ = η ◦  = µ ◦ (id ⊗ S) ◦∆ (antipode property) [µ : H ×H → H denotes the
product in H, µ(a, b) = ab, and η : C→ H is defined by η(α) = α1]. H is cocommutative, i.e.
τ ◦∆ = ∆, where τ is the flip operator: τ(a⊗ b) = b⊗ a.
If G is a real form of a Lie group then there exists also a ∗-structure on H =Ug, i.e. an
involution ∗ : H → H such that for all a, b ∈ H and α, β ∈ C
1∗ = 1, (αa+ βb)∗ = α¯a∗ + β¯b∗, (ab)∗ = b∗a∗, (12)
ε(a∗) = [ε(a)]∗ ∆(a∗) = [∆(a)]∗⊗∗, S {[S(a∗)]∗} = a. (13)
H equipped with ∗, ε,∆, S is a Hopf ∗-algebra.
Secondly, we recall how to deform a Hopf algebra using a twist [19] (see also [53, 12]). Let
Hˆ = H[[ν]]. Given a twist, i.e. an element F = 1⊗1 +O(ν) ∈ (H⊗H)[[ν]] fulfilling
(⊗id )F = (id⊗)F = 1, (14)
(F⊗1)[(∆⊗id )(F)] = (1⊗F)[(id⊗∆)(F)] =: F3, (15)
we shall call Hs⊆H the smallest Hopf subalgebra such that F ∈(Hs⊗Hs)[[ν]], and
β := F1S (F2) ∈ Hs ⇒ β−1 = S
(F1)F2. (16)
Extending the product, ∆, ε, S linearly to the formal power series in ν and setting
∆F(a) := F∆(a)F , SF(a) := β S(a)β−1, R := F21F , (17)
one finds that the analogs of conditions (11), as well as analogs of the coassociativity, couni-
tality and antipode property are satisfied and therefore HF = (Hˆ,∆F , ε, SF) is a Hopf algebra
deformation of (H,∆, ε, S). While the latter was cocommutative, HF is triangular noncocom-
mutative (or quasi-cocommutative), i.e. τ◦∆F(a)=R∆F(a)R, where R=R21 is the inverse of
the so-called universal R-matrix or triangular structure R. Correspondingly, ∆F , SF replace
∆, S in the tensor product of any two representations and the contragradient of any repre-
sentation, respectively. Drinfel’d has shown [19] that any triangular deformation of the Hopf
algebra H can be obtained in this way (up to isomorphisms).
To obtain a new Hopf ∗-algebra we need some further assumption on the twist. Without
loss of generality ν can be assumed real. If F is real (i.e. F∗⊗∗ = (S⊗S)[F21]), then β∗ = β
and R∗⊗∗ = (β⊗β)−1R(β⊗β) = (β⊗β)R(β⊗β)−1. Introducing the new ∗-structure
g∗F := βg∗β−1 (18)
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makes (HF , ∗F) into a triangular Hopf ∗-algebra, i.e. also (12-13) andR∗F⊗∗F = R are satisfied.
∗F can be transformed back to ∗ by the Hopf algebra isomorphism (31), which transforms the
product of Hˆ into the ?-product induced by F . Another possibility is that F is unitary (i.e.
F∗⊗∗ = F). Then β∗ = S(β−1), R∗⊗∗=R, and (HF , ∗) itself is a triangular Hopf ∗-algebra.
Eq. (15), (17) imply the generalized intertwining relation ∆
(n)
F (a) =Fn∆(n)(a)(Fn)−1 for
the iterated coproduct. By definition
∆
(n)
F : Hˆ → Hˆ⊗n, ∆(n) : H[[ν]]→ (H)⊗n[[ν]], Fn ∈ (Hs)⊗n[[ν]]
reduce to ∆F ,∆,F for n = 2, whereas for n > 2 they can be defined recursively as
∆
(n+1)
F = (id
⊗n−1⊗∆F) ◦∆(n)F , ∆(n+1) = (id⊗(n−1)⊗∆) ◦∆(n),
Fn+1 = (1⊗(n−1)⊗F)[(id⊗(n−1)⊗∆)Fn].
(19)
The result for ∆
(n)
F ,Fn are the same if in definitions (19) we iterate the coproduct on a different
sequence of tensor factors [coassociativity of ∆F ; this follows from the coassociativity of ∆ and
the cocycle condition (15)]; for instance, for n=3 this amounts to (15) and ∆
(3)
F =(∆F⊗id )◦∆F .
For any a ∈ H[[h]] = Hˆ we shall use the Sweedler notations (summations are understood)
∆(n)(a) = a(1) ⊗ a(2) ⊗ ...⊗ a(n), ∆(n)F (a) = a(̂1) ⊗ a(̂2) ⊗ ...⊗ a(̂n).
We consider the following examples of twists:
i.) Let n ∈ N and e1, . . . , en, f1, . . . , fn ∈ g be pairwise commuting elements and set P :=∑n
i=1 ei ⊗ fi ∈ g⊗ g. Then
F = exp(iνP ) ∈ (Ug⊗ Ug)[[ν]]
is a Drinfel’d twist on Ug ([51]). We refer to it as an abelian (or Reshetikhin) twist on Ug.
It is unitary if P
∗⊗∗ = P ; this is e.g. the case if the ei, fi are anti-Hermitian or Hermitian.
It is immediate to check that the twist with P replaced by P ′ = 12
∑n
i=1(ei⊗ fi− fi⊗ ei)
is both unitary and real, leads to the same R and makes β = 1, whence SF = S, and the
∗-structure remains undeformed also for H-∗-modules and module algebras, see (22).
ii.) Let H,E ∈ g be elements of a Lie algebra such that [H,E] = 2E. Then
F = exp
[
1
2
H ⊗ log(1 + iνE)
]
∈ (Ug⊗ Ug)[[ν]]
defines a Drinfel’d twist, called Jordanian twist [48, 49]. If H and E are anti-Hermitian, F
is unitary. More sophisticated twists can be obtained using this as a prototype [8, 47, 9].
There are numerous other examples of Drinfel’d twists. We refer to [22] for an explicit
(recursive) construction of twists on universal enveloping algebras via a Fedosov method; the
authors of that paper further provide a classification (of equivalence classes) of twists in terms
of the Chevalley-Eilenberg cohomology of the Lie algebra.
2.1.2 Twisting H-modules and H-module algebras
We recall that, given a Hopf (∗-)algebra H over C, a left H-module (M, .) is a vector space
M over C equipped with a left action, i.e. a C-bilinear map (g, a)∈H×M 7→ g . a∈M such
that (20)1 and 1 . a = a hold. An element a ∈M of a left H-module is said to be H-invariant
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if g . a = (g)a for all g ∈ H. Equipped also with an antilinear involution ∗ fulfilling (20)2
(M, ., ∗) is a left H-∗-module. A left H-module (∗-)algebra is a (∗-)algebra A over C equipped
with a left H-(∗-)module structure such that (20)3 and g . 1 = (g)1 hold:
(gg′).a = g.(g′.a), (g.a)∗= [S(g)]∗.a∗, g.(ab) =
(
g(1).a
)(
g(2).b
)
. (20)
If g∈g formula (20)3 becomes the Leibniz rule. An A-bimoduleM for a left H-module algebra
A is said to be an H-equivariant A-bimodule if M is a left H-module such that
g . (a · s · b) = (g(1) . a) · (g(2) . s) · (g(3) . b) (21)
for all g ∈ H, a, b ∈ A and s ∈ M, where we denoted the A-module actions on M by ·. If
in addition, A is a left H-module ∗-algebra and there is a ∗-involution on M, we call M an
H-equivariant A-∗-bimodule if (a·s·b)∗ = b∗ ·s∗ ·a∗. We remark that any A-(∗-)subbimodule of
an H-equivariant A-(∗-)bimodule is an H-equivariant A-(∗-)bimodule if it is closed under the
Hopf algebra action. A map φ : M→M′ between left H-modules is said to be H-equivariant
if it commutes with the Hopf algebra actions, i.e. g . φ(s) = φ(g . s) for all g ∈ H and s ∈M.
Extending the action . C[[ν]]-bilinearly one can make any H-module (M, .) into an Hˆ-module
(M[[ν]], .). If F is a real (resp. unital) twist on H the undeformed ∗-involution (resp. the
∗-involution ∗F) structures HF as a triangular Hopf ∗-algebra. If (M, ., ∗) is an H-∗-module
then (M[[ν]], ., ∗?) is an HF -∗-module, where
a∗? := a∗ (resp. a∗? := S(β) . a∗) (22)
if F is real (resp. unital), see e.g. [31, 1].
Given an H-module (∗-)algebra A and choosing M = A, the twist gives also a systematic
way to make A[[ν]] into an HF -module (∗-)algebra A? by endowing it with a new product, the
?-product, defined by
a ? a′ :=
(F1 . a) (F2 . a′) . (23)
In fact, ? is associative by (15), fulfills (a?a′)∗? =a′∗??a∗? and
g . (a?a′) =
(
g
(̂1)
. a
)
?
(
g
(̂2)
. a′
)
. (24)
By (14), the ?-product coincides with the original one if a or b is Hs-invariant. On the other
hand, if aa′ = ±a′a, i.e. a, a′ (anti)commute, then
a′ ? a = ± (R2 . a) ? (R1 . a′). (25)
As a consequence, twists leading to the same R [e.g. the abelian twists exp (iνP ), exp (iνP ′)
of the previous section] lead to the same commutation relations in A?. More generally, for
any H-equivariant A-(∗-)bimodule M of a left H-module (∗-)algebra A, the twisted module
actions
a ? s = (F1 . a) · (F2 . s) and s ? a = (F1 . s) · (F2 . a), (26)
where a ∈ A and s ∈ M, structure M as an HF -equivariant A?-(∗-)bimodule M? (with
∗-involution (22) on M?). We refer to [5, 31] for proofs of the previous statements.
Given two H-modules (M, .), (N , .), the tensor product (M⊗N , .) is an H-module if
we define g . (a⊗b) := (g(1) . a)⊗(g(2) . b). As above, this is extended to an HF -(∗-)module
(M⊗N [[ν]], .). Introducing the “?-tensor product” [1]
(a⊗?b) := F(.⊗.)(a⊗b) ≡ F1 . a⊗F2 . b (27)
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(an invertible endomorphism, i.e. a change of basis, of M⊗N [[ν]]), we find
g . (a⊗?b) = g(̂1) . a ⊗? g(̂2) . b. (28)
Given two H-module (∗-)algebras A,B, this applies in particular to M = A, N = B. The
tensor (∗-)algebra A⊗B [whose product is defined by (a⊗b)(a′⊗b′) = (aa′⊗bb′)] is an H-module
(∗-)algebra under the action .. By introducing the ?-product (23) A⊗B is deformed into an
HF -module (∗-)algebra (A⊗B)?, with product and ∗-structure related to those of A?,B? by
(a⊗?b) ? (a′⊗?b′) = a ? (R2 . a′) ⊗? (R1 . b) ? b′, (29)
(a⊗?b)∗ = R2 . a∗ ⊗? R1 . b∗ if F is real,
(a⊗?b)∗? = R2 . a∗? ⊗? R1 . b∗? if F is unitary,
(30)
where R1⊗R2 (again a summation is understood) is the decomposition of R in HF⊗HF .
From (29) we recognize that (A⊗B)? is isomorphic to the braided tensor product (algebra)
[44, 12] of A? with B?; here the braiding is involutive and therefore spurious, as R = R21. So
(A⊗B)? encodes both the usual ?-product within A,B and the ?-tensor product (or braided
tensor product) between the two. By (15) the ?-tensor product is associative, and the previous
results hold also for iterated ?-tensor products.
The algebra (H[[ν]], ?) itself is a HF -module algebra, and one can build a triangular Hopf
algebra H? = (H[[ν]], ?, η,∆?, , S?,R?) isomorphic to HF = (H[[ν]], µ, η,∆F , , SF ,R), with
isomorphism D : H? → HF and inverse given by [38, 1] (cf. also [25, 31])
D(ξ) := (F1 . ξ)F2 = F1 ξ S(F2) β−1, D−1(φ) = F1 φβ S
(F2) . (31)
Namely, D(ξ ? ξ′) = D(ξ)D(ξ′), and ∆?, S?,R? are related to ∆F , SF ,R by the relations
∆? = (D
−1 ⊗D−1) ◦∆F ◦D, S? = D−1 ◦ SF ◦D, R? = (D−1 ⊗D−1)(R). (32)
One can think of D also as a change of generators within H[[ν]].
If F is real then (H[[ν]], ?, ∗) is a left HF -module ∗-algebra, and D : (H?, ∗)→ (HF , ∗F) is
an isomorphism of triangular Hopf ∗-algebras (cf. [44] Proposition 2.3.7, [1]).
If F is unitary then (H[[ν]], ?, ∗?) is a leftHF -module ∗-algebra, and D : (H?, ∗?)→ (HF , ∗)
is an isomorphism of triangular Hopf ∗-algebras, see Proposition 18 in the Appendix.
2.2 Twisted differential geometry
Ref. [1] applies the previous machinery to H = UΞ, where Ξ is the Lie algebra of the Lie
group of diffeomorphisms of M , and A is the algebra X = C∞(M) of smooth functions on M
or more generally an X -bimodule of tensor fields on M . Tensor fields of rank (p, r) (p, r ∈ N0)
on M can be described as elements in the tensor product
T p,r := Ω⊗ . . .⊗ Ω︸ ︷︷ ︸
p times
⊗Ξ⊗ . . .⊗ Ξ︸ ︷︷ ︸
r times
(33)
of the X -bimodules Ω ≡ Ω1, Ξ of differential 1-forms and vector fields on M , respectively.
Here and below ⊗ stands for ⊗X (rather than ⊗C), namely T ⊗ fT ′ = Tf ⊗ T ′ for all f ∈ X .
We set T 0,0 := X . The tensor product is associative; to avoid the need of reorderings we
multiply T ∈ T p,r by 1-form tensor factors only from the left if r > 0, by vector field tensor
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factors only from the right if p > 0. The tensor product between a function f ∈ X ≡ T 0,0
and another tensor field is as usual not explicitly written. All T p,r are X -bimodules, e.g.
f(T ⊗T ′) = (fT )⊗T ′, (T ⊗T ′)f = T ⊗ (T ′f). T := ⊕p,r∈N0 T p,r (endowed with the product⊗) is a UΞ-module algebra: the action . : UΞ⊗T → T is uniquely determined by 1H .T = T
and
X . T = LX(T ), X ∈ Ξ, (34)
where L is the Lie derivative. It fulfills the Leibniz rule g . (T ⊗ T ′) = g(1) . T ⊗ g(2) . T ′.
By setting A = T we can apply the results of section 2.1, in particular define a deformed
tensor algebra T? with associative ?-tensor product defined by eq. (27). T? is a UΞF -module
algebra. All T h,r? are X?-bimodules. In T? we have in particular
T ⊗? h ? T ′ = T ? h⊗? T ′ , h ? (T ⊗? T ′) = (h ? T )⊗? T ′ . (35)
The first formula shows that ⊗? is actually ⊗X? , the tensor product over X?. While the usual
product of a tensor field T with a function h from the left and from the right coincide4, in
general this no longer occurs with the ?-product.
In a chart U with coordinates xµ any vector field X can be expressed in the ∂µ basis as
X = Xµ∂µ. It can be also uniquely expressed as X = X
µ
? ?∂µ, where X
µ
? are functions defined
on U . The same occurs if {∂µ} is replaced by a more general (not necessarily holonomic or
ν-independent) frame {ea}: X = Xa? ? ea. Similarly, every 1-form ω can be uniquely written
as ω = ωµdx
µ = ω?µ ? dx
µ with ωµ, ω
?
µ functions defined on U , and where {dxµ} is the usual
dual frame of the vector field frame {∂µ}. More generally, in U every tensor field T p,q ∈ T p,q
can be uniquely written using functions T
λ1...λq
? µ1...µp defined on U as
T p,q = T
λ1...λq
? µ1...µp ? dx
µ1 ⊗? . . .⊗? dxµp ⊗? ∂λ1 ⊗? . . .⊗? ∂λq . (36)
Let us twist the algebra A = Ω• = ⊕pΩp of differential forms. We denote by Ω•? := (Ω•,∧?)
the linear space of forms equipped with the ?-deformed wedge product
ω ∧? ω′ := (F1 . ω) ∧ (F2 . ω′) = ω ⊗? ω′ −R2 . ω′ ⊗? R1 . ω . (37)
This can be seen as the tensor subspace of totally ?-antisymmetric (contravariant) tensor fields.
The degree of the top form stays undeformed. Below we drop the symbols ∧,∧?.
The usual exterior derivative d : Ω• → Ω•+1 satisfies the graded Leibniz rule d(αp ? β) =
dαp ? β + (−1)pαp ? dβ and is therefore also the ?-exterior derivative. This is so because the
exterior derivative commutes with the Lie derivative, i.e. with the Hopf algebra action.
One can endow [1] the module underlying the algebra UΞF ' UΞ[[ν]] itself with the ?-
product; the new algebra UΞ? endowed by suitable coproduct, counit, antipode becomes a
Hopf algebra isomorphic to UΞF , whereby it is manifest that the above differential calculus is
bicovariant in the sense of Woronowicz [56]. Ξ is closed under the ?-Lie bracket
[X,Y ]? := X ? Y − (R2 . Y ) ? (R1 . X) =
[F1 . X,F2 . Y ] = LF1.X (F2 . Y ) . (38)
The action L?X of UΞ? on T (?-Lie derivative) is defined by
L?X(T ) = (F1 . X) .
[F2 . T ] , X ∈ UΞ. (39)
4If T ∈ Ξ then the product T · h of T with h from the right is the vector field that on a function g gives
(T·h)(g) = T (g)h. In section 3.1.3 we shall denote it by T / h, so as to distinguish it from the operator Th = T (h)+hT .
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2.2.1 ?-Pairing between 1-forms and vector fields, twisted Cartan calculus
Denoting 〈 , 〉 the commutative pairing between vector fields and 1-forms, the ?-pairing is
defined as 〈 , 〉? := 〈 , 〉 ◦ F(.⊗ .) : Ξ? ⊗C Ω? 7→ X?, namely
(X,ω) 7→ 〈X,ω〉? :=
〈F1 . X,F2 . ω〉 . (40)
The ?-pairing is actually a map 〈 , 〉? : Ξ?⊗?Ω? 7→ X?, as it satisfies the X?-linearity properties
〈X,h ? ω〉? = 〈X ? h, ω〉?,
〈h ? X, ω ? k〉? = h ? 〈X,ω〉? ? k .
(41)
with h, k ∈ X?. From 〈X, dh〉 = X(h), g . dh = d(g . h) and (40) it follows that
〈X, dh〉? =
(F1 . X) (F2 . h) =: X?(h). (42)
X? is a twisted derivation, i.e. fulfills the deformed Leibniz rule
X?(h ? h
′) = X?(h) ? h′ + [R2 . h] ? [(R1 . X)(h′)]; (43)
the quickest way to prove the latter is by the Leibniz rule for d and (42), (41), (25). The
compatibility X . 〈Y, ω〉 = 〈X(1) . Y,X(2) . ω〉 of 〈 , 〉 with the Lie derivative (which expresses
the diffeomorphism-invariance of the pairing) implies
X . 〈Y, ω〉? =
〈
X
(̂1)
. Y,X
(̂2)
. ω
〉
?
. (44)
In the commutative case, for any local moving frame (vielbein) {ei} we can construct a dual
frame of 1-forms {ωi}, 〈ei, ωj〉 = δji , and vice versa; in particular 〈∂µ, dxλ〉 = δλµ. The exterior
derivative decomposes as d = ωiei. It is the same in the noncommutative case. The frame of
1-forms {θi} that are ?-dual of {ei},
〈ei, θj〉? = δji , (45)
can be obtained from {ωi} via a X?-linear transformation that is the identity at zero order in
ν [1], and the exterior derivative decomposes also as d = θi ? ei?. Using the ?-pairing we can
associate to any 1-form ω the left X?-linear map 〈 , ω〉? : Ξ? → X?, and to any vector field
X the right X?-linear map 〈X, 〉? : Ω? → Ω?. The maps iX := 〈X, 〉?, iω := 〈 , ω〉? are
the simplest twisted insertions (interior products) of a vector field in a form and of a 1-form
in a multivector field, respectively. Using the exterior derivative and the twisted insertion,
Lie bracket, and Lie derivative one can develop [54] a twisted Cartan calculus in complete
analogy with the usual one (see also the thesis [55] for more details). As one can extend the
commutative pairing to higher tensor powers setting
〈Xp ⊗ ...⊗X1, ω1 ⊗ ...⊗ ωp ⊗ τ〉 := 〈X1, ω1〉 ... 〈Xp, ωp〉 τ (46)
for all Xi ∈ Ξ, ωi ∈ Ω, so can one extend 〈X, 〉? to the corresponding twisted tensor
powers using the same formula (40). Properties (41), (44) are preserved. There is a ?-pairing
〈 , 〉′? : Ω?⊗?Ξ? → X? with forms on the left and vector fields on the right. It is related to the
previous ?-pairing via 〈ω,X〉′? = 〈R1 . X,R2 . ω〉? for all ω ∈ Ω? and X ∈ Ξ?. It is left and
right X?-linear and satisfies 〈ω ? h,X〉′? = 〈ω, h ? X〉′? for all h ∈ X?. As in the case of 〈 , 〉?
there is an extension of 〈 , 〉′? to higher twisted tensor powers.
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2.2.2 Covariant derivative, torsion, curvature, metric
In [2, 1] a twisted covariant derivative (or, synonymously, twisted connection) ∇F is defined as
a collection of maps ∇F :Ξ?⊗C[[ν]]T p,q? →T p,q? , X⊗T 7→ ∇FXT (p, q∈N0) fulfilling the properties
∇FXh = L?X(h), (47)
∇Fh?X+h′?Y T = h ?∇FXT + h′ ?∇FY T, (48)
∇FX(T + T ′) = ∇FXT +∇FXT ′ , (49)
∇FX(T ⊗? T ′) =(R1 .∇FR′2.X(R
′′
2 . T ))⊗? ((R2R′1R′′1) . T ′)
+ (R1 . T )⊗? ∇FR2.XT ′,
(50)
∇FX〈Y, ω〉? =〈R1 . (∇FR′2.X(R
′′
2 . Y )), (R2R′1R′′1) . ω〉?
+ 〈R1 . Y,∇FR2.Xω〉?
(51)
for all X,Y ∈ Ξ? ≡ T 0,1? , h, h′ ∈ X? ≡ T 0,0? , T, T ′ ∈ T?. On functions the twisted covariant
and Lie derivatives along X coincide, by (47). Eq. (51) amounts to the compatibility of the
action of ∇FX on 1-forms with the pairing of the latter with vector fields. ∇F is left X?-linear
in the first argument, by (48); it is only C[[ν]]-linear in the second argument, by (49) and (50)
with T = c ∈ C[[ν]] ⊂ X?. Relation (50) for T = h ∈ X? becomes [by (47)] the deformed
Leibniz rule
∇FX(h ? T ′) = L?X(h) ? T ′ + (R1 . h) ?∇FR2.XT ′; (52)
this holds in particular on vector fields T ′ = Y . Actually, the knowledge of ∇F just for
(p, q) = (0, 0) (i.e. on functions) and (p, q) = (0, 1) (i.e. on vector fields), determines its
unique extension to all the (p, q) ∈ N20: eq. (51) determines the action of ∇FX on 1-forms, while
(50) allows to extend ∇FX recursively to all the T p,q? ’s, which consist of combinations of tensor
products of 1-forms and vector fields.
The torsion TF? and the curvature R
F
? associated to a connection ∇F are left X?-linear maps
TF? : Ξ? ⊗? Ξ? → Ξ?, RF? : Ξ? ⊗? Ξ? ⊗? Ξ? → Ξ? defined by
TF? (X,Y ) := ∇FXY −∇FR2.Y (R1 . X)− [X,Y ]? , (53)
RF? (X,Y, Z) := ∇FX∇FY Z −∇FR2.Y∇FR1.XZ −∇F[X,Y ]?Z , (54)
for all X,Y, Z ∈ Ξ?. They fulfill TF? (X,h?Y ) = TF? (X?h, Y ) (and similarly for the curvature),
and the antisymmetry property
TF? (X,Y ) = −TF? (R2 . Y,R1 . X) , (55)
RF? (X,Y, Z) = −RF? (R2 . Y,R1 . X,Z) . (56)
Thus one can regard torsion and curvature as elements of the following ?-tensor spaces
TF ∈ Ω? ∧? Ω? ⊗? Ξ?, RF ∈ Ω? ⊗? Ω? ∧? Ω? ⊗? Ξ? (57)
acting on vector fields through the twisted pairing (40) applied to higher tensor powers, see
(46). We omit the ? in the subscript of the elements (57) in order to distinguish them from
the corresponding maps. In other words
TF? (X,Y ) = 〈X⊗?Y,TF〉? and RF? (X,Y, Z) = 〈X⊗?Y ⊗?Z,RF〉? (58)
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for all X,Y, Z ∈ Ξ? = Ξ[[ν]].
A metric is defined as a non-degenerate element g in the module Ω?⊗?Ω? = Ω⊗Ω[[ν]] that
is symmetric, i.e. invariant under the flip τ(α⊗ β) := β ⊗ α. Clearly the two decompositions
g = gα⊗gα = gA⊗?gA (sum over repeated indices) are related by gα⊗gα = F1.gA⊗F2.gA.
g determines the map g? : Ξ? ⊗? Ξ? → X? defined by
g?(X,Y ) :=
〈
X,
〈
Y,gA
〉
?
? gA
〉
?
; (59)
this fulfills g?(h?X, Y ) = h?g?(X,Y ) (left X?-linearity in X) and g?(X?h, Y ) = g?(X,h?Y ).
The twisted Levi-Civita (LC) connection ∇F is a connection fulfilling TF = 0 and ∇FXg = 0
for all X ∈ Ξ?, or equivalently
L?X
[
g?(Y, Z)
]
=g?
(
R1 . (∇FR′2.X(R
′′
2 . Y )), (R2R′1R′′1) . Z
)
+ g?
(R1 . Y,∇FR2.XZ) ∀ Y, Z ∈ Ξ?. (60)
If a twisted LC connection exists it is unique by [2] Theorem 5. For equivariant metrics
there is an existence and uniqueness theorem (c.f. [54] Lemma 3.12) of an equivariant twisted
LC connection. If F = 1⊗1 (whereby ? becomes the ordinary product, and R = 1⊗1) the
above formulae reduce to the notions and properties of ordinary connection, torsion, curvature,
metric, etc. In particular we recover the characterization of a LC connection:
torsion-free, i.e. T := ∇XY −∇YX − [X,Y ] = 0 ∀X,Y ∈ Ξ,
metric-compatible, i.e. LZ
[
g(X,Y )
]− g(∇ZX,Y )− g(X,∇ZY ) = 0 ∀X,Y,Z ∈ Ξ. (61)
In the commutative case the Ricci tensor is a contraction of the curvature tensor, Ricjk =
Rijk
i. The twisted Ricci map is defined as the following contraction of the curvature:
RicF? (X,Y ) := 〈θi,RF? (ei, X, Y )〉′? , (62)
where sum over i and (45) are understood. 〈 , 〉′? is a contraction between forms on the left
and vector fields on the right, see Section 2.2.1. Recall that it is defined through the pairing
〈ω , X〉′? =
〈F1 . ω , F2 . X〉 = 〈R2 . X , R1 . ω〉? (63)
and has the X?-linearity properties
〈h ? ω,X ? k〉′? = h ? 〈ω,X〉′? ? k , 〈ω, h ? X〉′? = 〈ω ? h,X〉′? . (64)
Definition (62) is well given because it is independent of the choice of the frame {ei} (and of
the dual frame {θi}), and because the Ricci map so defined is a X?-linear map:
RicF? (h ? X, Y ) = h ? Ric
F
? (X,Y ) , Ric
F
? (X,h ? Y ) = Ric
F
? (X ? h, Y ) . (65)
Evaluating the Ricci map on the inverse metric g−1 = g−1α⊗g−1α = g−1A⊗? g−1A yields the
Ricci scalar:
RF = RicF?
(
g−1A,g−1A
)
. (66)
We now show how to construct nontrivial twisted deformations ∇F of ∇. First we need
some preliminary result in ordinary differential geometry. It is easy to check that
e :=
{
g ∈ Ξ | [g,∇XY ] = ∇[g,X]Y +∇X [g, Y ] ∀X,Y ∈ Ξ
}
(67)
is a Lie subalgebra of Ξ; we shall name it the equivariance Lie algebra of ∇. It follows
g . (∇XY ) = ∇g(1).X
(
g(2) . Y
) ∀g ∈ Ue. (68)
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Proposition 2 Given a connection ∇ on M and the associated equivariance Lie algebra e,
for all twists F ∈ Ue⊗ Ue[[ν]] setting
∇FXT := ∇F1.X(F2 . T ) (69)
defines the twisted connection along X ∈ Ξ?, deforming ∇X . It is UeF-equivariant, i.e.
g .∇FXY = ∇Fg
(̂1)
.X(g(̂2) . Y ) (70)
and satisfies an additional deformed Leibniz rule
∇F(T ? h) = (∇FXT ) ? h+ (R1 . T ) ? (L?R2.X(h)) (71)
for all g ∈ UeF , h ∈ X?, T ∈ T? and X,Y ∈ Ξ?. Furthermore, eqs. (50), (51) boil down to
∇FX(T ⊗? T ′) = ∇FXT ⊗? T ′ +R1 . T ⊗? ∇FR2.XT ′, (72)
∇FX〈Y, ω〉? = 〈∇FX(Y ), ω〉? + 〈R1 . Y,∇FR2.Xω〉?. (73)
Of course, nontrivial deformations of this kind are possible only if e 6= {0}.
We recall that Z∈Ξ is a Killing vector field of a (pseudo)Riemannian manifold (M,g) if
LZ
[
g(X,Y )
]− g([Z,X], Y )− g(X, [Z, Y ]) = 0 ∀X,Y ∈ Ξ, (74)
or equivalently if g
(∇XZ, Y ) + g(X,∇Y Z) = 05. The Killing vector fields close a Lie
subalgebra k ⊂ Ξ; this is the Lie algebra of the group of isometries of (M,g) if M is complete.
Proposition 3 The Killing vector fields k ⊂ Ξ form a Lie subalgebra of the equivariance Lie
algebra e of the Levi-Civita connection ∇ on a (pseudo)Riemannian manifold (M,g). For all
twists F ∈ Uk⊗ Uk[[ν]] the map g? is also right X?-linear in the second argument and related
to the undeformed one g : Ξ⊗ Ξ[[ν]]→ X [[ν]], g(X,Y ) := 〈X, 〈Y,gα〉gα〉, by
g?(X,Y ) = g
(F1 . X,F2 . Y ) , (75)
and ∇FX is the unique twisted Levi-Civita connection corresponding to g?. Torsion and curva-
ture of the twisted Levi-Civita connection remain undeformed as elements of the tensor spaces
0 = TF = T ∈ Ω ∧ Ω⊗ Ξ[[ν]], RF = R ∈ Ω⊗ Ω ∧ Ω⊗ Ξ[[ν]] (76)
and the associated maps TF? ,R
F
? are also right X?-linear in the last argument. Eq. (60) boils
down to
L?X
[
g?(Y, Z)
]
= g?(∇FXY, Z) + g?(R1 . Y,∇FR2.XZ). (77)
The proofs of these propositions are in the appendix. The existence and uniqueness of the
twisted Levi-Civita connection of Proposition 3 was proven in [2] Theorem 6 and Theorem 7.
In NCG right function-linearity of the curvature in the last argument is in general not true,
see e.g. [21, 27]. In section 4 we will find nontrivial k for suitably symmetric quadrics in R3.
5The latter condition is obtained taking the difference of (61)2, (74), using the bilinearity of g and (61)1
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3 Twisted smooth submanifolds of Rn
3.1 Differential geometry of manifolds embedded in Rn
We develop some theoretical tools for the (n−k)-dimensional submanifolds Mc ⊆ Df ⊆ Rn
defined through equations (1) in the introduction. Recall definitions (4), (10). We can identify
ΞM ⊂ Ξ with the Lie subalgebra of smooth vector fields tangent to M at all points, and Ξt ⊂ Ξ
with the Lie subalgebra of smooth vector fields tangent to all Mc (c ∈ f(Df )) at all points,
because X(fa) = 0 implies X(fac ) = 0. Decomposing X = X
i∂i and abbreviating f
a
i := ∂i(f
a),
X ∈ Ξt amounts to Xifai = 0 for all a = 1, ..., k; as the Jacobian matrix J = (fai ) has by
assumption rank k, dim(Ξt) = n − k =: m. Henceforth Ω will stand for the X -bimodule of
differential 1-forms on Df , i.e. the dual one of Ξ. We also define a X -subbimodule Ω⊥ ⊂ Ω of
1-forms by
Ω⊥ := {ω ∈ Ω | 〈Ξt, ω〉 = 0}. (78)
Let Ξ•t =
∧•Ξt, Ξ•M = ∧•ΞM , Ω•⊥ = ∧•Ω⊥ be the corresponding exterior algebras.
Proposition 4 The Ξt,ΞC ,ΞM defined in (4), (10) are Lie subalgebras of Ξ, and ΞCC is an
ideal in ΞC. Ξ•t , Ξ•M , Ω•⊥ are UΞt-equivariant X -bimodules. Ω⊥ can be explicitly decomposed
as
Ω⊥ =
k⊕
a=1
Xdfa =
k⊕
a=1
dfaX . (79)
Proof ω = ωadf
a implies 〈X,ω〉 = 〈X, dfa〉ωa = X(fa)ωa = 0. Conversely, in any basis
{Xα = Xiα∂i}mα=1 of Ξt the n×m matrix (Xiα) has rank m and fulfills fai Xiα = 0; decomposing
ω = ωidx
i, 〈Ξt, ω〉 = 0 amounts to 〈Xα, ω〉 = Xiαωi = 0 for all α, and this linear system of
m independent equations admits only solutions ωi = f
a
i ωa, ωa ∈ X , whence ω = ωadfa. This
proves (79). For all X,W ∈ Ξt, Y ∈ ΞC , Z ∈ ΞCC , a = 1, ..., k, h ∈ X , ω ∈ Ω⊥ we find
(X .W )(fa) = [X,W ](fa) = X
(
W (fa)
)−W (X(fa)) = 0 ⇒ X .W ∈ Ξt,
(X . Y )(fa) = [X,Y ](fa) = X
(
Y (fa)
)−Y (X(fa)) = X(Y (fa))∈C ⇒ X . Y ∈ ΞC ,
(X . Z)(h) = [X,Z](h) = X
(
Z(h)
)− Z(X(fa)) = X(Z(h)) ∈ C ⇒ X . Z ∈ ΞCC ,
X . ω = X(ωa) df
a + ωaX .
(
dfa
)
= X(ωa) df
a + ωa d[X(f
a)] = X(ωa) df
a ∈ Ω⊥.
This implies in turn that g . W ∈ Ξt, g . Y ∈ ΞC , g . Z ∈ ΞCC , g . ω ∈ Ω⊥ for all g ∈ UΞt, so
that Ξt,ΞC ,ΞCC ,ΞM ,Ω⊥ are UΞt-equivariant X -bimodules, and also Ξ•t ,Ξ•M ,Ω•⊥ are. uunionsq
In next subsection we discuss Ξt and Ω⊥ as addends in the decomposition of Ξ and Ω with
respect to an arbitrary metric.
3.1.1 Metric, Levi-Civita connection, intrinsic and extrinsic curvatures
Consider a (non-degenerate) metric g ≡ gα⊗gα ∈ Ω ⊗ Ω on Df (actually, the following
discussion is valid on any smooth manifold), and let g−1 = g−1α⊗g−1α be its inverse. We recall
that
G : Ξ→ Ω, X 7→ ωX = 〈X,gα〉gα (80)
is an isomorphism of X -bimodules with inverse given by ω 7→ Xω = 〈g−1α, ω〉g−1α . In fact
XωX = 〈g−1α, ωX〉g−1α = 〈g−1α, 〈X,gβ〉gβ〉g−1α = X for all X ∈ Ξ and ωXω = 〈Xω,gα〉gα =
〈〈g−1β, ω〉g−1β ,gα〉gα = ω for all ω ∈ Ω. It follows that for all Y ∈ Ξ, α ∈ Ω,
g(Y,X) = 〈Y, ω〉, g−1(ω, α) = 〈X,α〉, (81)
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whenever ω = G(X), or equivalently X = G−1(ω). Let us now introduce the X -subbimodules
Ξ⊥ := {X ∈ Ξ | g(X,Ξt) = 0}, Ωt := {ω ∈ Ω | g−1(ω,Ω⊥) = 0}, (82)
and let D′f ⊆ Df be the open subset where the restriction
g−1⊥ := g
−1|Ω⊥⊗Ω⊥ : Ω⊥ ⊗ Ω⊥ → X . (83)
is non-degenerate. If g is Riemannian then D′f = Df . For simplicity, henceforth we shall
denote the restrictions of Ξ, Ξt, Ξ⊥Ω, Ω⊥, Ωt to D′f by the same symbols, and by k ⊂ Ξt the
Lie subalgebra of Killing vector fields of g that are also tangent to the submanifolds Mc ⊂ D′f .
Proposition 5 The Lie algebra Ξ of smooth vector fields and the X -bimodule Ω of 1-forms
on D′f split into the direct sums of X -subbimodules
Ξ = Ξt ⊕ Ξ⊥, Ω = Ωt ⊕ Ω⊥, (84)
orthogonal with respect to the metric g and g−1 respectively. Ξt is a Lie subalgebra of Ξ. Ωt
is orthogonal to Ξ⊥ with respect to the pairing: Ωt = {ω ∈ Ω | 〈Ξ⊥, ω〉 = 0}. Also the
restrictions of g−1 to the tangent forms and of g to the tangent and normal vector fields
g−1t := g
−1|Ωt⊗Ωt : Ωt⊗Ωt → X , g⊥ := g|Ξ⊥⊗Ξ⊥ : Ξ⊥ ⊗ Ξ⊥ → X , (85)
gt := g|Ξt⊗Ξt : Ξt ⊗ Ξt → X (86)
are non-degenerate. The orthogonal projections pr⊥ : Ξ→ Ξ⊥, prt : Ξ→ Ξt, pr⊥ : Ω→ Ω⊥,
prt : Ω → Ωt are uniquely extended as projections to the bimodules of multivector fields and
higher rank forms through the rules pr⊥(ωω
′) = pr⊥(ω)pr⊥(ω′), prt(ωω′) = prt(ω)prt(ω′),...:
pr⊥ : Ω
p → Ωp⊥, prt : Ωp → Ωpt , pr⊥ :
∧p
Ξ→
∧p
Ξ⊥, prt :
∧p
Ξ→
∧p
Ξt. (87)
Ξt,Ξ⊥,Ωt,Ω⊥, their exterior powers and the projections pr⊥,prt are Uk-equivariant.
We refer to elements of Ξ⊥,Ω⊥ and Ωt as normal vector fields, 1-forms and tangent 1-forms.
Remarks: i) The non-degeneracy of g−1⊥ (or, equivalently, of g−1t ) is not only sufficient, but
also necessary to ensure that Ω⊥ ∩ Ωt = {0}. In fact, if g−1⊥ is degenerate there is a nonzero
ω ∈ Ω⊥ such that 0 = g−1⊥ (ω,Ω⊥) = g−1(ω,Ω⊥), hence ω belongs to Ωt as well. ii) Similarly,
the non-degeneracy of g⊥ (or, equivalently, of gt) is necessary for Ξ⊥ ∩ Ξt = {0}. iii) While
Ξt is a Lie subalgebra of Ξ, in general Ξ⊥ is not. iv) In general Ξ⊥,Ωt, and therefore also the
orthogonal projections pr⊥,prt, are not UΞt-equivariant; for this reason in section 3.2.1 we are
able to deform (pseudo)Riemannian geometry only via twists based on k ⊂ Ξt.
Proof On D′f one can build unique projections pr⊥ : ω ∈ Ω → ω⊥ ∈ Ω⊥, prt = id − pr⊥ :
ω ∈ Ω → ωt ∈ Ωt, pr⊥ : X ∈ Ξ → X⊥ ∈ Ξ⊥, prt = id − pr⊥ : X ∈ Ξ → Xt ∈ Ξt
such that the decompositions (84) hold, see section 3.1.2. By Proposition 4, Ξt,Ω⊥ are in
particular Uk-equivariant X -subbimodules. Also Ξ⊥,Ωt are Uk-equivariant X -subbimodules,
by the Uk-equivariance and X -linearity in both arguments of g(·, ·) and of 〈·, ·〉: if X ∈ Ξ⊥ then
g(ξ . X, Y ) = ξ(1) . g(X,S(ξ(2)) . Y ) = 0 for all ξ ∈ Uk and Y ∈ Ξt by the Uk-equivariance of
Ξt; hence ξ .X ∈ Ξ⊥ and Ξ⊥ is Uk-equivariant. Similarly one shows that Ωt is Uk-equivariant.
Consequently, also prt,pr⊥ acting on Ξ,Ω, as well as their extensions to
∧• Ξ,Ω•, are X -
linear in all arguments and Uk-equivariant; for instance, the Uk-equivariance on Ω follows
from prt(ξ . ω) = prt(ξ . ωt + ξ . ω⊥) = ξ . ωt = ξ . prt(ω) for all ξ ∈ Uk and ω = ωt + ω⊥ ∈ Ω.
Now, note that by (81)1 G,G−1 map Ξ⊥,Ω⊥ into each other and Ξt,Ωt into each other. In fact,
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• X ∈ Ξ⊥ implies 〈Ξt, ω〉 = g(Ξt, X) = 0, whence ω ∈ Ω⊥; and vice versa.
• X ∈ Ξt implies 〈Ξ⊥, ω〉 = g(Ξ⊥, X) = 0, whence ω ∈ Ωt; and vice versa.
Then, by (81)2, if α ∈ Ωt, then for all X ∈ Ξ⊥ it is 〈X,α〉 = g−1(ωX , α) = 0, because ωX ∈ Ω⊥;
conversely, if 〈Ξ⊥, α〉 = 0, then for all ω ∈ Ω⊥ it is g−1(ω, α) = 〈Xω, α〉 = 0, because Xω ∈ Ξ⊥.
So we have proved that Ωt = {ω ∈ Ω | 〈Ξ⊥, ω〉 = 0}.
Next, let ω ∈ Ωt; then Xω ∈ Ξt. By (81)2, g−1t (ω,Ωt) = 0 implies 〈Xω,Ωt〉 = 0 and
therefore also 〈Xω,Ω〉 = 0, whence by the non-degeneracy of the pairing, Xω = 0, and in turn
ω = 0, namely g−1t is non-degenerate. Since g is non-degenerate, for all X ∈ Ξt there is Y ∈ Ξ,
and therefore also Yt ∈ Ξt, such that 0 6= g(X,Y ) = g(X,Yt); hence gt is non-degenerate.
Similarly one proves that g⊥ is non-degenerate. uunionsq
As said, we identify Ξt ⊂ Ξ with the Lie subalgebra of smooth vector fields tangent to all
Mc (c ∈ f(Df )) at all points, because X(fa) = 0 implies X(fac ) = 0; and ΞM ⊂ Ξ defined in
(4) with the Lie subalgebra of smooth vector fields tangent to M at all points. Similarly, we
can identify Ωt with the subbimodule of Ω tangent to all Mc (c ∈ f(Df )) at all points. We find
Ωt ⊂ ΩC := {ω ∈ Ω | 〈Ξ⊥, ω〉 ⊂ C} . Let ΩCC :=
⊕k
a=1 f
aΩ =
⊕k
a=1 Ωf
a ⊂ ΩC . It fulfills
〈Ξ,ΩCC〉 ⊂ C. We can identify the XM -bimodule of 1-forms ΩM on M with the quotient
ΩM = ΩC/ΩCC = {[ω] = ω + ΩCC | ω ∈ ΩC} . (88)
Proposition 6 For all X ∈ ΞC, ω ∈ ΩC, the tangent projections Xt ∈ Ξt, ωt ∈ Ωt belong to
[X] ∈ ΞM and [ω] ∈ ΩM respectively; similarly for multivector fields and higher rank forms.
Consequently, we can represent every element of ΞM ,ΩM , or more generally ΞMc ,ΩMc , resp.
by an element of Ξt,Ωt; etc. In the appendix we prove Proposition 6, as well as the relations
Ω⊥ = {ω ∈ Ω | 〈Ξt, ω〉 = 0} , Ω⊥ ⊂ Ω, where
Ω := {ω ∈ Ω | 〈ΞC , ω〉 ∈ C} = {ω ∈ Ω | 〈Ξt, ω〉 ∈ C} .
(89)
We name first fundamental form for the family of manifolds Mc ⊂ D′f , c ∈ f
(D′f), the
restriction gt (86) of the metric map g. It is X -linear in both arguments and further satisfies
gt(X ·h, Y ) = gt(X,h ·Y ) for all X,Y ∈ Ξt and h ∈ X (middle-linearity). Since gt is uniquely
determined (via the pairing) by the tangent projection g˜t = (prt⊗prt)(g) ∈ Ωt⊗Ωt of
the metric g ∈ Ω ⊗ Ω, when there is no risk of confusion we will drop the tilde and with a
slight abuse of notation denote g˜t by gt. It is a symmetric element, i.e. τ(gt) = gt. The
first fundamental form (induced metric) on M is obtained by the further projection X → XM ,
which amounts to choosing the c = 0 manifold M out of the family. The same prescription will
hold for the the Levi-Civita connection, curvature, etc., on M . Applying the decomposition
of Ξ in tangent and normal vector fields to the restriction of the Levi-Civita connection
∇|Ξt⊗Ξt = ∇t + II : Ξt⊗Ξt → Ξ (90)
we obtain the projected Levi-Civita connection for the family of manifolds Mc
∇t := prt ◦ ∇|Ξt⊗Ξt : Ξt ⊗ Ξt → Ξt (91)
and the second fundamental form for the family of manifolds Mc
II := pr⊥ ◦ ∇|Ξt⊗Ξt : Ξt ⊗ Ξt → Ξ⊥. (92)
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Proposition 7 The first fundamental form gt, the second fundamental form II and the pro-
jected Levi-Civita covariant derivative ∇t are Uk-equivariant maps.
Proof As compositions of Uk-equivariant maps, gt,∇t and II are Uk-equivariant. uunionsq
By the Leibinz rule for ∇ and the X -linearity of prt, prt(hZ) = hprt(Z) for all h ∈ X ,
Z ∈ Ξ, ∇t is X -linear in the first argument, ∇t,hXY = h∇t,XY , and fulfills the Leibniz rule
∇t,X(hY ) = prt
[
X(h)Y + h∇XY
]
= X(h)prt(Y ) + hprt(∇XY ) = X(h)Y + h∇t,XY (93)
in the second argument, for all h ∈ X and X,Y ∈ Ξt. Similarly we find that II is X -linear
in both arguments. By applying the further projection X → XM , which amounts to choosing
the c = 0 manifold M out of the Mc family, one finally obtains the expected XM -linearity
of the first and second fundamental form on M , as well as the expected XM -linearity in the
first argument and Leibniz rule in the second for the Levi-Civita connection on M (see e.g.
[39] Chapter 3). Clearly, if g is Riemannian also the first fundamental form on M is.
Of course, one can do the same for any other Mc by a different choice of c.
The second fundamental form yields the extrinsic curvature of theMc’s. The intrinsic curvature
Rt is related to the curvature R of∇ on Rn by the Gauss equation (valid for all X,Y, Z,W ∈ Ξt)
g
(
R(X,Y )Z,W
)
= g(Rt(X,Y )Z,W ) + g
(
II(X,Z), II(Y,W )
)− g(II(Y,Z), II(X,W )). (94)
3.1.2 Decompositions in bases of Ω,Ξ; Euclidean, Minkowski metrics
In this section we explicitly determine the geometry (in particular, the decompositions (84)
and the associated projections prt,pr⊥) in terms of bases of Ω,Ω⊥,Ωt and Ξ,Ξ⊥,Ξt for a generic
metric g, specializing to the Euclidean and Minkowski metrics at the end.
Let (x1, ..., xn) be a n-ple of Cartesian coordinates. In the bases {dxi}ni=1, {∂i}ni=1 of Ω,Ξ
the metric and its inverse read
g = dxi ⊗ dxi, g−1 = ∂i ⊗ ∂i, (95)
implying, for all vector fields X = Xi∂i, Y = Y
i∂i and 1-forms α = αidx
i, ω = ωidx
i,
g(X,Y ) = XiYi, g
−1(α, ω) = αiωi. (96)
We lower and rasie indices h, i, j, ... using the metric components gij := g(∂i, ∂j) and the inverse
ones gij = g−1ij = g−1(dxi, dxj) respectively: dxi = gijdxj , Yi = gijY j , ∂i = gih∂h, etc.
On D′f ⊆ Df the k× k matrix defined by Eab = g−1⊥ (dfa, df b) (Eab = faif bi =
(
Jg−1JT
)ab
,
in terms of Cartesian coordinates) is symmetric and invertible, by (79), (83); we denote its
inverse by K := E−1. If the metric g is Riemannian, then E is also positive-definite on
D′f = Df . Let
Na⊥ := K
ab g−1(df b, dxi) ∂i = Kabf bi∂i (97)
and, for all ω ∈ Ω, X ∈ Ξ,
ω⊥ := df
aKab g−1(df b, ω), X⊥ := g(X,Na⊥) E
abN b⊥, (98)
or, explicitly in terms of the decompositions ω = ωidx
i, X = Xi∂i,
ω⊥ = df
aKabf bhωh, X⊥ = X
ifai N
a
⊥ (99)
(sum over repeated indices: h, i, j, ... run over 1, ..., n, while a, b, c, d, ... run over 1, ..., k).
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Proposition 8 N⊥ := {Na⊥}ka=1, B⊥ := {dfa}ka=1 are bases resp. of Ξ⊥,Ω⊥ dual to each
other, in the sense
〈Na⊥, df b〉 = Na⊥(f b) = δab, a, b ∈ {1, ..., k}. (100)
g−1(dfa, df b) = Eab, g(Na⊥, N b⊥) = Kab. The dfa, Na⊥ as well the Eab,Kab are k-invariant.
On X ∈ Ξ, ω ∈ Ω the action of the projections pr⊥,prt explicitly reads pr⊥(X) = X⊥,
prt(X) = Xt := X −X⊥, pr⊥(ω) = ω⊥, prt(ω) = ωt := ω − ω⊥.
Proof We have already proved in Proposition 4 that B⊥ is a basis of Ω⊥. As a consequence,
ω⊥ ∈ Ω⊥. From the definition we find g(X,Na⊥) = KabXif bi = KabX(f b) = 0 for all X ∈ Ξt
and a = 1, ..., k, whence Na⊥ ∈ Ξ⊥; moreover, Na⊥(f b) = Kacf ci∂i(fa) = KacEcb = δab, and N⊥
is the basis of Ξ⊥ dual to B⊥. As a consequence, X⊥ ∈ Ξ⊥. g . dfa = 0 for all g ∈ Ξt holds in
particular for g ∈ k. By Proposition 7 g.Na⊥ ∈ Ξ⊥ for all g ∈ k, and therefore g.Na⊥ = Cac (g)N c⊥
with some coefficients Cac (g). Applying g. to both sides of (100) and using the Ξ-equivariance
of the pairing we thus find the k-invariance also of the Na⊥:
〈g . Na⊥, df b〉 = 0 ⇒ 0 = Cac (g)〈N c⊥, df b〉 = Cab (g) ∀a, b ⇒ g . Na⊥ = 0.
Checking g−1(dfa, df b) = Eab, g(Na⊥, N b⊥) = Kab is a straightforward computation; their k-
invariance follows from that of dfa and the Uk-equivariance of g; in fact, ∀g∈Uk
g . Eab = g . g−1(dfa, df b) = g−1
(
g(1) . df
a, g(2) . df
b
)
= ε(g) g−1(dfa, df b) = ε(g)Eab.
The linear maps X 7→ X⊥ ∈ Ξ⊥, ω 7→ ω⊥ ∈ Ω⊥ indeed realize the projection pr⊥, because
(X⊥)⊥ = g(X⊥, N
a
⊥) E
abN b⊥ = g(X,N
c
⊥) E
cdg(Nd⊥, N
a
⊥) E
abN b⊥ = g(X,N
a
⊥) E
abN b⊥ = X⊥,
(ω⊥)⊥ = df
aKabg−1(df b, ω⊥) = dfaKabg−1(df b, df c)Kcdg−1(dfd, ω) = dfaKabg−1(df b, ω) = ω⊥;
hence also linear maps X 7→ Xt :=X−X⊥, ω 7→ ωt :=ω−ω⊥ realize the projection prt. uunionsq
Remark. If g is Riemannian, setting H := E−1/2, θa := Habdf b, Ua⊥ := Habf bi∂i, one
finds that {Ua⊥}ka=1, {θa}ka=1 are othonormal bases of Ξ⊥, Ω⊥ respectively and are dual to each
other, in the sense
g(Ua⊥, U
b
⊥) = δ
ab, g−1(θa, θb) = δab, 〈Ua⊥, θb〉 = δab. (101)
The k-invariance of θa, Ua⊥ follows from that of df
a, Na⊥ and of E. In terms of the bases {Ua⊥}ka=1,
{θa}ka=1 the normal components of X ∈ Ξ, ω ∈ Ω read
ω⊥ = θ
a g−1(θa, ω), X⊥ = g(X,Ua⊥) U
a
⊥. (102)
Even if g is not Riemannian one can find in D′f a k × k symmetric matrix H, such that
θa := Habdf b Ua⊥ := Habf bi∂i are k-invariant, make up bases {Ua⊥}ka=1, {θa}ka=1 of Ξ⊥, Ω⊥
respectively that are othonormal up to suitable signs a = ±1 and dual to each other, in the
sense
g(Ua⊥, U
b
⊥) = ζ
ab, g−1(θa, θb) = ζab, 〈Ua⊥, θb〉 = δab, (103)
where ζab = ζab := aδ
ab (no sum over a). The normal components of X ∈ Ξ, ω ∈ Ω read
ω⊥ = θ
aζab g
−1(θb, ω), X⊥ = g(X,Ua⊥) ζabU
b
⊥. (104)
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If g is the Euclidean metric (gij = δij) the associated Levi-Civita connection on Rn is
∇ = dxi ⊗ ∂i, i.e. ∇XY = Xi∂i(Y j)∂j . (105)
We endow M ⊂ Rn with the induced metric gt. Using X,Y, Z ∈ Ξt as representatives of
elements of ΞM , the Levi-Civita connection on (M,gt) is ∇t,XY := (∇XY )t: (61), (74) hold
with g,∇,T,R replaced by gt,∇t,Tt,Rt. Deriving the identities Y (fc) = Y jfaj = 0 we find
that ∂i(Y
j)faj = −Y jfaij , where we have abbreviated faij := ∂i
(
∂j(f
a)
)
; thus, the second
fundamental form II(X,Y ) := (∇XY )⊥ takes the explicit form
II(X,Y ) = Xi∂i(Y
j)faj N
a
⊥ = −XiY jfaijNa⊥. (106)
Replacing this result and R = 0 in the Gauss equation (94), we find for the intrinsic curvature
[Rt(X,Y )Z)]
mWm = faijK
abf blm(Y
iX l −XiY l)ZjWm
on all X,Y, Z,W ∈ Ξt. Finally, Z ∈ Ξt is a Killing vector field on (M,gt) if6
Z
(
g(X,Y )
)
− g([Z,X], Y )− g(X, [Z, Y ]) = XhY i(∂hZi + ∂iZh) = 0 ∀X,Y ∈ Ξt. (107)
In fact, this condition guarantees that Z is Killing on (Mc,gt) for all c. The Killing vector fields
close the Lie algebra k = h∩Ξt of the group of isometries K of the Mc’s; K is a subgroup of the
group H of isometries of Rn, i.e. of the Euclidean group (every element of H is a composition
of a rotation, a translation and possibly an inversion of axis).
If g is the Minkowski metric [gij = g
ij = ηij = diag(1, ..., 1,−1)], the associated Levi-Civita
connection on Rn is again as in (105). Endowing Mc ⊂ D′f with the induced metric gt and
using X,Y, Z ∈ Ξt as representatives of elements of ΞMc , the Levi-Civita connection on (Mc,gt)
is again ∇t,XY := (∇XY )t: (61), (74) hold with g,∇,T,R replaced by gt,∇t,Tt,Rt. In terms
of components the condition for Z ∈ Ξt to be a Killing vector field on (Mc,gt) remains (107).
Bases of Ξt, Ωt
As seen, B⊥ := {dfa}ka=1, N⊥ := {Na⊥}ka=1 are globally defined bases of the X -bimodules
Ω⊥ = Ω⊥, Ξ⊥ respectively. Also the V
a
⊥ := f
ai∂i = E
abN b⊥ make a basis of Ξ⊥. Clearly the
globally defined sets
Θt :=
{
ϑj
}n
j=1
, SW := {Wj}nj=1 , with ϑj := prt(ξj), Wj := prt(∂j), (108)
are respectively complete in Ωt, Ξt, but are not bases, because of the linear dependence relations
ϑjfaj = 0, f
ajWj = 0, a = 1, ..., k. (109)
The above definition of B⊥ does not involve any specific metric, as the definition (78) of Ω⊥
itself. Similarly, as the definition (10) of Ξt does not involve any metric, there should be some
alternative complete set in Ξt with the same feature. To determine it we start with the case
k = 1, i.e. with a (n−1)-dimensional (hyper)surface M ⊂ Df determined by a single equation
f(x) = 0. (110)
6In fact, lhs=Zh∂h
(
XiYi
)−[Zh∂h(Xi)−Xh∂h(Zi)]Yi−[Zh∂h(Y i)−Y h∂h(Zi)]Xi=[XhYi+XiY h] ∂h(Zi)=rhs.
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Rescaling SW by the factor f
ifi we obtain another complete set: SV := {Vj}nj=1, with
Vj := (f
ifi)∂j − fjV⊥. A third complete set (of globally defined vector fields) in Ξt is
SL := {Lij}ni,j=1 , Lij := fi∂j − fj∂i. (111)
In fact, Lij annihilate f ; SL is complete because Vj = f
iLij . This is the searched set, because
its definition does not involve the metric. Clearly Lij = −Lji, so at most n(n−1)/2 of the Lij
(e.g. those with i < j) are linearly independent over R (or C). Obviously both SV , SL are of
rank n−1 over X ; they are respectively characterized by the dependence relations
f iVi = 0, f[iLjk] = 0 (112)
(here and below square brackets enclosing indices mean a complete antisymmetrization of the
latter). As known, if M is not parallelizable there is no basis (i.e. complete set of just (n−1)
elements) of Ξt consisting of globally defined vector fields: redundancy is unavoidable. In
the case of spheres f ≡ (xixi − R2)/2 = 0 the n(n−1)/2 Lij := xi∂j − xj∂i (i < j) are the
usual generators of rotations (angular momentum components), i.e. span so(n). The Lij are
antihermitean under the ∗-structure (117), namely L∗ij = −Lij .
By an explicit computation we find that their Lie brackets are
[Lij , Lhk] = fjhLik − fihLjk − fjkLih + fikLjh. (113)
Now we consider the general k case. The globally defined vector fields
Li1i2...ik+1 := f
1
[i1
f2i2 ...f
k
ik
∂ik+1] (114)
are antihermitean, fulfill Li1i2...ik+1f
a = 0 for all a=1, ..., k, are completely antisymmetric with
respect to (i1, i2, ..., ik+1), and make up a set SL complete (over X ) in Ξt, independently of the
metric. The Li1i2...ik+1 with i1 < i2 < ... < ik+1, or a subset thereof, is linearly independent
over C. Even the latter may be linearly dependent over X , because fa[jLi1i2...ik+1] = 0 for all
a. We do not compute their Lie brackets here.
3.1.3 Differential calculus algebras Q•,Q•Mc on Rn, Mc
Henceforth we abbreviate ξi := dxi. Let S = {eα}Aα=1 be a set of vector fields globally defined
on Df that is complete in Ξ. The eα, ξi fulfill relations of the type∑A
α=1 t
α
l eα = 0, l = 1, ..., A− n,
eαeβ − eβeα − Cγαβ eγ = 0,
eαξ
i − ξieα = 0,
ξiξj + ξjξi = 0
(115)
(with suitable tal , C
γ
αβ ∈ X ). The first line contains possible linear dependence relations among
the eα, like (112). If we choose S = {∂1, ..., ∂n} this is empty, while in the second line
Cγαβ ≡ 0. Clearly the coefficients in the decomposition X = Xαeα ∈ Ξ are defined up to
shifts Xα 7→ Xα +∑l hltαl , with hl ∈ X . Consider the unital algebra Q• over C consisting of
polynomials in ξi, eα with (left or right) coefficients in X , modulo the relations (115) and the
ones
hξi − ξih = 0,
eαh− h eα − eα(h) = 0
∀h ∈ X ; (116)
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Q• is a UΞ-equivariant X -bimodule. It is easy to check that a different choice of S changes
(115-116) but leads to an equivalent definition of Q• (one could choose also a different basis
of 1-forms, but we will not consider this here). We shall name Q• differential calculus algebra
on Df . The elements of Q• can be considered as differential-operator-valued inhomogenous
forms. Relations (115-116) encode all the information about the differential calculus and allow
to order the ξi, eα in any prescribed way, with the coefficient functions at the left, center, or
right - as one wishes. Q• admits X ,Ω•,H as subalgebras; the enlarged Heisenberg algebra H
is the component of form degree zero. While Q•,Ω• are graded by the form degree, Q•,H are
filtered by the degree r in the eα; r gives the order of an element of H seen as a differential
operator on X . Note that within Q• also the action of a generic vector field X = Xαeα on a
function h can be expressed as a commutator: [X,h] = [Xαeα, h] = X
α[eα, h] = X(h). In the
Q• framework Xh = hX + X(h) is the inhomogeneous first order differential operator sum
of a first order part (the vector field hX) and a zero order part (the multiplication operator
by X(h)); it must not be confused with the product of X by h from the right, which is equal
to hX and in the previous sections has been denoted in the same way. In the Q• framework
we denote the latter by X / h (of course (X / h)(h′) = X(h′)h = hX(h′), X / (hh′) = hh′X
remain valid). We endow Q• with the natural ∗-struture defined by
f∗(x) = f(x), ∂∗i = −∂i, ξi∗ = ξi. (117)
If one chooses S so that a subset St := {eα}Bα=1 (B :=A−k) is complete in Ξt (e.g. it consists
of the Li1i2...ik+1), while eB+a := s
b
aN
b
⊥, with some matrix s
b
a(x) (a, b ∈ {1, ..., k}) invertible
everywhere, then if α, β ≤ B the sum in (115)2 is extended over γ ≤ B. The differential
calculus algebra Q•Mc on Mc is the XMc-bimodule generated by the ξ1, ..., ξn, e1, ..., eB modulo
the relations (115-116) (with α, β ≤ B) and the ones
fac ≡ fa(x)−ca1 = 0,
dfa(x) ≡ ξhfah = 0,
a = 1, ..., k. (118)
3.2 Twisted differential geometry of manifolds embedded in Rn
Using a twist F ∈ (UΞt ⊗ UΞt)[[ν]] and following the general twisting approach we deform
the differential geometry on Df in a way compatible with the embeddings, i.e. so that it
projects to the twist deformation of the differential geometry on the submanifolds Mc, c ∈ Rn.
Equivalently, we deform the differential calculus algebra Q• on Df into an associated Q•? in
a way compatible with the embeddings, i.e. encoding through projections all deformations
Q•Mc  Q•Mc?. Unless explicitly stated, we still denote by X ?h = (R1 .h)? (R2 .X) the vector
field that is ?-product of the one X by the function h from the right, as done so far.
To state the twisted analog of Proposition 4 we first define a X?-subbimodule Ω⊥? ⊂ Ω?:
Ω⊥? := {ω ∈ Ω? | 〈Ξt?, ω〉? = 0}. (119)
Proposition 9 Equipped with the ?-Lie bracket [ , ]? Ξt?,ΞC? are ?-Lie subalgebras of Ξ?, and
ΞCC? is an ideal of ΞC?. Another ?-Lie subalgebra is thus
ΞM? := ΞC?/ΞCC? ≡
{
[X] := X + ΞCC? | X ∈ ΞC?
}
. (120)
Moreover, Ξt?,ΞC?,ΞCC?,ΞM?,Ω⊥? resp. coincide with Ξt[[ν]],ΞC [[ν]],ΞCC [[ν]],ΞM [[ν]],Ω⊥[[ν]]
as C[[ν]]-modules. Ξt?, ΞM?, Ω⊥? and the corresponding exterior algebras Ξ•t? =
∧
?
• Ξt?, Ξ•M? =∧
?
• ΞM , Ω•⊥? =
∧
?
•Ω⊥? are UΞFt -equivariant X?-bimodules. Ω⊥? can be explicitly decomposed as
Ω⊥? =
⊕
a
X? ? dfa =
⊕
a
dfa ? X?. (121)
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This means in particular taking the quotient commutes with twisting.
Proof By Proposition 4, for all h ∈ X [[ν]], g ∈ UΞt[[ν]], X,X ′ ∈ Ξt[[ν]], Y, Y ′ ∈ ΞC [[ν]],
Z ∈ ΞCC [[ν]], ω = ωadfa ∈ Ω⊥[[ν]]:
• h ? X, X ? h, g . X and [X,X ′]? belong to Ξt[[ν]].
• h ? Y, Y ? h, g . Y and [Y, Y ′]? belong to ΞC [[ν]].
• h ? Z, Z ? h, g . Z and [Y, Z]? belong to ΞCC [[ν]] (because ΞCC is an ideal in ΞC).
• h ? [Y ], [Y ] ? h, g . [Y ] and [[Y ], [Y ′]]
?
belong to ΞM [[ν]].
• h ? dfa = hdfa = (dfa) ? h and g . ω = (g . ωa)dfa belong to Ω⊥[[ν]], by (14) and the
relation g . dfa = ε(g)dfa.
• 〈X,ω〉? =
〈F1 . X,F2 . ω〉 = 0, because F1 . X ∈ Ξt[[ν]] and F2 . ω ∈ Ω⊥[[ν]].
These results immediately imply the statements regarding Ξ•t?,Ξ•M?,Ω•⊥?. uunionsq
To build explicit examples of twist-deformed submanifolds we recall that several known
types of Drinfel’d twists (as the ones mentioned in subsection 2.1.1) are based on finite-
dimensional Lie algebras. Therefore we ask when the infinite-dimensional one Ξt admits a
finite-dimensional Lie subalgebra g over R (or C), so that we can choose F ∈ (Ug⊗ Ug)[[ν]].
In general, given any set S of vector fields that is complete in Ξt, the question is which com-
binations (with coefficients in X ) of them, if any, close a finite-dimensional Lie algebra g. An
easy answer is available in the case of the quadrics in Rn, see section 4.
If Rn endowed with a metric admits a family Mc of (pseudo)Riemannian submanifolds
manifestly symmetric under a Lie group K (its group of isometries), then a nontrivial g exists
and contains the (Killing) Lie algebra k of K (if Mc is maximally symmetric then k is even
complete - over X - in Ξt). In the next subsections we consider such a case and stick to
deformations induced by a twist F based on k ⊂ Ξt; under these assumptions the deformation
is compatible with the geometry. Ξt?,Ω⊥? appear as addends in the decomposition of Ξ? in
tangent and orthogonal vector fields. In Section 3.2.2 we first give explicit results for a generic
metric, then specialize the discussion to the Euclidean and Minkowski metric.
3.2.1 Twisted metric, Levi-Civita connection, intrinsic and extrinsic curva-
tures
As seen in section 3.1.1, endowing Df ⊆ Rn with a (non-degenerate) metric g makes all the
Mc ⊂ D′f into (pseudo)Riemannian submanifolds; D′f ⊆ Df is where the restriction g−1⊥ is
non-degenerate. For a generic twist F ∈ (UΞt ⊗ UΞt)[[ν]] we introduce the X -subbimodules
Ξ⊥? := {X ∈ Ξ? | g?(X,Ξt?) = 0}, Ωt? := {ω ∈ Ω? | g−1? (ω,Ω⊥?) = 0}, (122)
Again, let k ⊂ Ξt the Lie subalgebra of Killing vector fields of g that are also tangent to the
submanifolds Mc ⊂ D′f . The twisted version of Proposition 5 reads
Proposition 10 If F ∈ (Uk ⊗ Uk)[[ν]] the ?-Lie algebra Ξ? of smooth vector fields and the
X?-bimodule Ω? of 1-forms on D′f split into the direct sums of X?-subbimodules
Ξ? = Ξt? ⊕ Ξ⊥?, Ω? = Ωt? ⊕ Ω⊥? (123)
orthogonal with respect to the twisted metrics g? and g
−1
? respectively. Ξt? is a ?-Lie subalgebra
of Ξ?. Ωt?,Ξ⊥? are orthogonal with respect to the ?-pairing, Ωt?={ω∈Ω? | 〈Ξ⊥?, ω〉?=0}. Also
the restrictions of g−1? (resp. g) to the tangent and normal 1-forms (resp. vector fields)
g−1⊥? := g
−1
? |Ω⊥?⊗?Ω⊥? : Ω⊥? ⊗? Ω⊥? → X?, g−1t? := g−1? |Ωt?⊗?Ωt? : Ωt? ⊗? Ωt? → X?, (124)
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g⊥? := g?|Ξ⊥?⊗?Ξ⊥? : Ξ⊥? ⊗? Ξ⊥? → X?, gt? := g?|Ξt?⊗?Ξt? : Ξt? ⊗? Ξt? → X? (125)
are non-degenerate. Ξt?,Ω⊥?,Ξ⊥?,Ωt? resp. coincide with Ξt[[ν]],Ω⊥[[ν]],Ξ⊥[[ν]],Ωt[[ν]] as
C[[ν]]-modules. Similarly for ?-tensor powers of the former. The orthogonal projections pr⊥? :
Ξ? → Ξ⊥?, prt? : Ξ? → Ξt?, pr⊥? : Ω? → Ω⊥?, prt? : Ω? → Ωt? are uniquely extended
as projections to the bimodules of multivector fields and higher rank forms through the rules
pr⊥?(ω ? ω
′) = pr⊥?(ω) ? pr⊥(ω′), prt?(ω ? ω′) = prt?(ω) ? prt?(ω′),...:
pr⊥? : Ω
p
? → Ωp⊥?, prt? : Ωp? → Ωpt?, pr⊥? :
∧p
?
Ξ? →
∧p
?
Ξ⊥?, prt? :
∧p
?
Ξ? →
∧p
?
Ξt?.(126)
pr⊥?,prt? are the C[[ν]]-linear extensions of pr⊥,prt. Ξt?,Ξ⊥?,Ωt?,Ω⊥?, their ?-exterior powers
and the projections pr⊥?,prt? are Uk
F-equivariant.
Again we stress that, while Ξt? is a ?-Lie subalgebra of Ξ?, in general Ξ⊥? is not. Further-
more, Ξ⊥?,Ωt? are not UΞ
F
t -equivariant and therefore the orthogonal projections pr⊥?, prt? are
not UΞFt -equivariant in general.
Proof By Proposition 9 Ξt? is a ?-Lie subalgebra of Ξ? and a UΞ
F
t -equivariant X?-
subbimodule; in particular it is UkF -equivariant. Moreover, according to Proposition 3,
g?(X,Y ) = g(F1 . X,F2 . Y ) = g(X,Y ) +O(ν) for all X,Y ∈ Ξ.
If X ∈ Ξ⊥ (i.e. g(X,Y ) = 0 for all Y ∈ Ξt) it follows that
g?(X,Y ) = g(F1 . X︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈Ξ⊥[[ν]]
,F2 . Y︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈Ξt[[ν]]
) = 0
for all Y ∈ Ξt, i.e. Ξ⊥[[ν]] ⊆ Ξ⊥?. On the other hand, for every X =
∑∞
n=0 ν
nXn ∈ Ξ⊥? with
Xn ∈ Ξ it follows that 0 = g?(X,Y ) = g(X0, Y ) +O(ν) for all Y ∈ Ξt, i.e. g(X0, Y ) = 0 for
all Y ∈ Ξt. In other words X0 ∈ Ξ⊥. Also X1 ∈ Ξ⊥, since
0 = g?(X,Y ) = g(X0, Y )︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
+ν
(
g(X1, Y ) + g(
∈Ξ⊥︷ ︸︸ ︷
F
1
1 . X0,
∈Ξt︷ ︸︸ ︷
F
1
2 . Y )︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
)
+O(ν2)
for all Y ∈ Ξt, where F =
∑∞
n=0 ν
nF
n
1 ⊗ Fn2 and Fn1 ⊗ Fn2 ∈ Uk ⊗ Uk. Inductively Xn ∈ Ξ⊥
for all n ≥ 0, implying Ξ⊥[[ν]] = Ξ⊥?, as claimed. This also implies the equality
pr⊥? = pr⊥ : Ξ[[ν]]→ Ξ⊥[[ν]]. (127)
Note that g−1? (ω, α) = g−1(F1 . ω,F2 . α) for all ω, α ∈ Ω, since F is based on Killing
vector fields. Now assume that X ∈ Ξ⊥? (resp. X ∈ Ξt?) fulfills g⊥?(X,Ξ⊥?) = 0 (resp.
gt?(X,Ξt?) = 0). Expanding X and g⊥? (resp. gt?) in ν-powers and arguing as above, we find
X = 0, whence the non-degeneracy of g⊥? (resp. gt?). By employing (40), Proposition 5 and
the equivariance of the ?-pairing and g−1? , one similarly proves that Ωt? = Ωt[[ν]], Ω⊥? = Ω⊥[[ν]]
and the non-degeneracy of g−1⊥? ,g−1t? on Ω?. Let X ∈ Ξ⊥?, ω ∈ Ωt?, ξ ∈ UkF . Then
g?(ξ . X, Y ) = ξ(̂1) . g?(X,SF(ξ(̂2)) . Y ) = 0 ∀Y ∈ Ξt? ⇒ ξ . X ∈ Ξ⊥?
〈X, ξ . ω〉? = ξ(̂1) . 〈SF(ξ(̂2)) . X, ω〉? = 0 ∀X ∈ Ξ⊥? ⇒ ξ . ω ∈ Ωt?
since g? and the ?-pairing are equivariant under the action of Uk
F and Ξt? is a Uk
F -equivariant
X?-bimodule. This proves that also Ξ⊥?,Ωt? are Uk-invariant X -bimodules. To verify that pr⊥?
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is UkF -equivariant let X = Xt? + X⊥? ∈ Ξ? be the decomposition (123) with Xt? ∈ Ξt? and
X⊥? ∈ Ξ⊥?. Then ξ . X = ξ . Xt? + ξ . X⊥? and according to the UkF -invariance of Xt?, X⊥?
pr⊥?(ξ . X) = pr⊥?(ξ . Xt? + ξ . X⊥?) = ξ . X⊥? = ξ . pr⊥?(X)
for all ξ ∈ UkF . Similarly one argues with prt?, on Ω? and on the ?-exterior powers of Ξ?,Ω?.
Finally, Ωt?={ω∈Ω? | 〈Ξ⊥?, ω〉?=0} follows from its undeformed counterpart and the previous
results. uunionsq
As in the undeformed case, we identify Ξt? ⊂ Ξ? with the ?-Lie subalgebra of smooth vector
fields tangent to all Mc (c ∈ f(D′f )) at all points, because X(fa) = 0 implies X(fac ) = 0; and
ΞM? ⊂ Ξ? defined in (120) with the twisted Lie subalgebra of smooth vector fields tangent
to M at all points. Similarly, we identify Ωt? with the subbimodule of Ω? tangent to all
Mc (c ∈ f(D′f )) at all points. We find Ωt? ⊂ ΩC? := {ω ∈ Ω? | 〈Ξ⊥?, ω〉? ⊂ C[[ν]]} . Let
ΩCC? :=
⊕k
a=1 f
a ?Ω? =
⊕k
a=1 Ω? ?f
a ⊂ ΩC?. It fulfills 〈Ξ?,ΩCC?〉? ⊂ C[[ν]]. We can identify
the XM? -bimodule of 1-forms ΩM? on M with the quotient
ΩM? = ΩC?/ΩCC? = {[ω] = ω + ΩCC? | ω ∈ ΩC?} . (128)
Proposition 11 For all X ∈ ΞC?, ω ∈ ΩC? the tangent projections Xt? := prt?(X) ∈ Ξt?,
ωt? := prt?(ω) ∈ Ωt? respectively belong to [X] ∈ ΞM? and [ω] ∈ ΩM?
Consequently, we can represent every element of ΞM? (resp. ΩM?) by an element of Ξt? (resp.
Ωt?). Similarly for multivector fields and higher rank forms.
Proof By Propositions 9, 10 the twist-deformed spaces can be identified with formal power
series of the undeformed ones and the twisted projections are given by the [[ν]]-linear extensions
of the undeformed ones. The claim follows as a corollary of Proposition 6. uunionsq
Motivated from the classical situation we define the twisted first and second fundamental
form on the family of submanifolds Mc by
gt? :=g?|Ξt?⊗?Ξt? : Ξt?⊗?Ξt? → X?
IIF? :=pr⊥? ◦ ∇F |Ξt?⊗?Ξt? : Ξt? ⊗? Ξt? → Ξ⊥?
(129)
as well as the twisted projected Levi-Civita connection on the family of submanifolds Mc
∇Ft := prt? ◦ ∇F |Ξt?⊗Ξt? : Ξt?⊗Ξt? → Ξt?. (130)
In the following proposition we clarify the relation of these objects to their classical counter-
parts. In particular, that twist deformation and projection to the submanifold commute.
Proposition 12 ∇Ft is a twisted covariant derivative on the family of submanifolds Mc. The
twisted first fundamental form gt? is a metric on the family with corresponding twisted Levi-
Civita covariant derivative ∇Ft . They, as well as the second fundamental form, are UkF-
equivariant. In terms of the undeformed objects we obtain
gt?(X,Y ) = gt(F1 . X,F2 . Y ), (131)
IIF? (X,Y ) = II(F1 . X,F2 . Y ), (132)
and
∇Ft,XY = ∇t,F 1.X(F2 . Y ) (133)
for all X,Y ∈ Ξt? = Ξt[[ν]]. Furthermore
∇FX = ∇Ft + IIF? : Ξt?⊗Ξt? → Ξ?. (134)
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Proof As a composition of UkF -equivariant maps, gt?, II
F
? and ∇Ft also are. Eq. (131)
follows from (75). Since ∇FX = ∇F1.XF2. for all X ∈ Ξ we find (132) and (133) (see also
[2] eq. 129). Then it follows from Proposition 7 that gt? is a (non-degenerate) metric on the
Mcs with twisted Levi-Civita covariant derivative given by ∇Ft . uunionsq
We refer to [54] Proposition 4.4 for a generalization of Proposition 12 to braided commu-
tative geometry.
The twisted second fundamental form (129) yields the twisted extrinsic curvature of M .
The twisted intrinsic curvature RFt? is related to the twisted curvature R
F
? of ∇F on Rn by the
following quantum analogue of the Gauss equation (see the appendix for the proof):
Proposition 13 For all X,Y, Z,W ∈ Ξt? the following twisted Gauss equation holds:
g?(R
F
? (X,Y )Z,W ) = g?(R
F
t?(X,Y )Z,W ) + g?(II
F
? (X,R1 . Z), IIF? (R2 . Y,W ))
−g?(IIF? (R1(̂1) . Y,R1(̂2) . Z), IIF? (R2 . X,W )). (135)
The twisted first and second fundamental forms, Levi-Civita connection, curvature tensor,
Ricci tensor, Ricci scalar on M are finally obtained from the above objects by applying the
further projection X? → XM? , which amounts to choosing the c = 0 manifold M out of the Mc
family. Of course, by a different choice of c one can do the same on any other Mc.
3.2.2 Decompositions in bases of Ω?,Ξ?; Euclidean, Minkowski metrics
In this section we explicitly determine the twisted geometry induced by a twist F ∈ Uk⊗Uk[[ν]]
(in particular, the decompositions (123)) in terms of bases of Ω?,Ω⊥?,Ωt? and Ξ?,Ξ⊥?,Ξt? for
a generic metric g on Rn, specializing to the Euclidean and Minkowski metric at the end, as
done in section 3.1.2.
By Proposition 10 Ξt?,Ω⊥?,Ξ⊥?,Ωt? are Uk
F -equivariant, and the projections pr⊥?,prt? are
UkF -equivariant. Here is the twisted analogue of Proposition 8 and of the following remark:
Proposition 14 dfa, Na⊥, θ
a, Ua⊥ are Uk
F-invariant. N⊥ := {Na⊥}ka=1, B⊥ := {dfa}ka=1 are
?-dual bases of Ξ⊥?,Ω⊥? respectively:
〈Na⊥, df b〉? = δab, a, b ∈ {1, ..., k}. (136)
g−1? (dfa, df b) = Eab, g?(Na⊥, N b⊥) = Kab. {Ua⊥}ka=1, {θa}ka=1 are ?-dual, othonormal (possibly
up to signs a = ±1) bases of Ξ⊥?,Ω⊥? respectively, in the sense
g?(U
a
⊥, U
b
⊥) = aδ
ab, g−1? (θ
a, θb) = aδ
ab, 〈Ua⊥, θb〉? = δab. (137)
On X ∈ Ξ?, ω ∈ Ω? the action of the projections pr⊥?,prt? explicitly reads pr⊥?(X) = X⊥,
pr⊥?(ω) = ω⊥, and prt?(X) = Xt = X − X⊥, prt?(ω) = ωt = ω − ω⊥; in terms of the
mentioned bases and twisted product, metric,
ω⊥ = df
a ? Kab ? g−1? (df b, ω) = g−1? (ω, dfa) ? Kab ? df b,
X⊥ = g?(X,N
a
⊥) ? E
ab ? N b⊥ = N
a
⊥ ? E
ab ? g?(N
b
⊥, X).
(138)
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Proof All statements but the last one are straightforward consequences of the choice of the
twist and of Propositions 5, 8. As pr⊥?,prt? are just the C[[ν]]-linear extensions of pr⊥,prt
(see Proposition 10), then pr⊥?(ω) = ω⊥, pr⊥?(X) = X⊥, with the right-hand sides as defined
in (98), and prt?(X) = Xt = X − X⊥, prt?(ω) = ωt = ω − ω⊥. Eq. (138) holds because
any ?-product boils down to an ordinary product if one of the two factors is Uk-invariant,
and similarly g−1? (ω, ω′) = g−1(ω, ω′), and g?(X,X ′) = g(X,X ′) if one of the arguments is
Uk-invariant, by eq. (23), (75) (14); the order of the factors and of the arguments of g?,g
−1
?
can be freely changed, for the same reason and the symmetry of metric. uunionsq
An equivalent alternative to (138) is
ω⊥ = θ
a ? ζabg
−1
? (θ
b, ω) = g−1? (ω, θa)ζab ? θb,
X⊥ = g?(X,U
a
⊥)ζab ? U
b
⊥ = U
a
⊥ ? ζabg?(U
b
⊥, X).
(139)
where ζab = aδ
ab. By the ?-bilinearity of g? the above equations imply in particular
ω⊥ = df
a ? Kab ? g−1? (df b, dxi) ? ωˇi = ωˆi ? g−1? (dxi, dfa) ? Kab ? df b,
X⊥ = Xˆ
i ? g?(∂i, N
a
⊥) ? E
ab ? N b⊥ = N
a
⊥ ? E
ab ? g?(N
b
⊥, ∂i) ? Xˇ
i,
(140)
in terms of the left and right decompositions ω = ωˆi ? dx
i = dxi ? ωˇi ∈ Ω?, X = Xˆi ?
∂i = ∂i ? Xˇ
i ∈ Ξ? in the bases {dxi}ni=1, {∂i}ni=1. In the latter formulae one can decompose
dfa, Na⊥, θ
a, Ua⊥ themselves in the same way, if one wishes.
By the previous propositions, every complete set of Ξt, e.g. Θt, is also a complete set of
Ξt?; similarly, every complete set of Ωt, e.g. SV , or SL, is also a complete set of Ωt?.
If the metric is Euclidean (gij = δij) or Minkowski [gij = g
ij = ηij = diag(1, ..., 1,−1)]
g−1? (dxi, dfa) = g−1(dxi, dfa) = fai, g−1? (dfa, dxi) = fai,
g?(∂i, N
a
⊥) = g(∂i, N
a
⊥) = K
abf bi = K
ab ? f bi , g?(N
a
⊥, ∂i) = K
ab ? f bi ;
(141)
replacing the right-hand sides in (140) makes the latter more explicit.
3.2.3 Twisted differential calculus algebras Q•?,Q•Mc?
The twist deformation of the differential calculus algebra Q• on Rn introduced in section 3.1.3
gives the one Q•? with the same generators eα, ξi and relations∑A
α=1(F1 . tαl ) ? (F2 . eα) = 0, l = 1, ..., A− n,
eα ? eβ − (R1 . eβ) ? (R2 . eα)− Cγ?αβ ? eγ = 0,
eα ? ξ
i − (R1 . ξi) ? (R2 . eα) = 0,
ξi ? ξj + (R1 . ξj) ? (R2 . ξi) = 0,
(142)
h ? ξi − (R1 . ξi) ? (R2 . h) = 0,
eα ? h− (R1 . h) ? (R2 . eα)︸ ︷︷ ︸
eα/?h
−eα?(h) = 0, ∀h ∈ X?, (143)
where Cγ?αβ ∈ X? are defined by the decomposition [eα, eβ]? ≡
[F1 . eα,F2 . eβ] = Cγ?αβ ? eγ .
Q•? is a UΞF -equivariant X?-bimodule. We endow Q•? with the ∗F -structure.
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Note the change of notation: in the Q•? framework X ? h = (R1 . h) ? (R2 . X) + X?(h),
hence X ? h has a different meaning with respect to the previous sections, where it stood
just for the first term at the right-hand side, i.e. for the ?-product of the vector field X
by the function h from the right; in the Q•? framework, here we denote the latter by X /?
h := (R1 . h) ? (R2 . X), so that we can abbreviate X ? h = X /? h + X?(h). Of course
(X /? h)?(h
′) = [X?(R1 . h′)] ? (R2 . h), (X /? h) /? h′ = X /? (h ? h′) remain valid.
If one chooses S so that a subset St := {eα}Bα=1 (B :=A−k) is complete in Ξt? (e.g. it consists
of the Li1i2...ik+1), while eB+a := V
a
⊥ , then if α, β ≤ B the sum in (142)2 is extended over γ≤B.
The twisted differential calculus algebra Q•Mc? on Mc is the XMc?-bimodule generated by the
ξ1, ..., ξn, e1, ..., eB modulo the relations (142-143) with α, β ≤ B and the ones
fac ≡ fa(x)−ca1 = 0,
dfa(x) ≡ ξh ? fah ′ = 0,
a = 1, ..., k. (144)
4 Examples of twisted algebraic submanifolds of R3
We can apply the whole machinery developed in the previous two sections to twist deform
algebraic manifolds embedded in Rn provided we adopt X = Pol•(Rn), etc. everywhere. We
can assume without loss of generality that the fa be irreducible polynomial functions7. As
mentioned in subsection 3.2, it is interesting to ask for which algebraic submanifolds Mc ⊂ Rn
the infinite-dimensional Lie algebra Ξt admits a nontrivial finite-dimensional subalgebra g
over R (or C), so that we can build concrete examples of twisted Mc by choosing a twist
F ∈ (Ug ⊗ Ug)[[ν]] of a known type. As said, if Mc are manifestly symmetric under a Lie
group8 K, then such a g exists and contains the Lie algebra k (if M is maximally symmetric
then k is even complete - over X - in Ξt). In general, given any set S of vector fields that is
complete in Ξt the question is whether there exist combinations of them (with coefficients in
X ) that close a finite-dimensional Lie algebra g.
We can easily answer this question when k = 1 and the Lij themselves close a finite-
dimensional Lie algebra g over R. This means that in (113) fij =const, hence f(x) is a
quadratic polynomial, and M is either a quadric or the union of two hyperplanes (reducible
case); moreover g is a Lie subalgebra of the affine Lie algebra aff(n) of Rn. More explicitly,
f(x) ≡ 1
2
aijx
ixj + a0ix
i +
1
2
a00 = 0 (145)
with some real constants aµλ=aλµ (µ, λ = 0, 1, ..., n), fi = aijx
j+ai0, fij = aij are constant,
and (113) has already the desired form
[Lij , Lhk] = ajhLik − aihLjk − ajkLih + aikLjh; (146)
7If for some a = 1, ..., k fa is reducible, i.e. fa(x) = ga(x)ha(x) with ga, ha ∈ X of positive degree, then
M = Mg ∪Mh, where the manifolds Mg,Mh are defined by the equations fh(x) = 0 if h 6= a and ga(x) = 0 or
ha(x) = 0, respectively. In the case k = 1, f(x) = g(x)h(x), we find
Lij = h(x)[gi∂j − gj∂i] + g(x)[hi∂j − hj∂i];
on Mg the second term vanishes and the first is tangent to Mg, as it must be; and similarly on Mh. Having assumed
the Jacobian everywhere of maximal rank Mg,Mh have empty intersection and can be analyzed separately. Otherwise
Lij vanishes on Mg ∩Mh 6= ∅ (the singular part of M), so that on the latter a twist built using the Lij will reduce
to the identity, and the ?-product to the pointwise product (see the conclusions).
8For instance, the sphere Sn−1 is SO(n) invariant; a cylinder in R3 is invariant under SO(2)×R; the hyperellipsoid
of equation (x1)2+(x2)2+2[(x3)2+(x4)2] = 1 is invariant under SO(2)× SO(2); etc.
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Lih. act as linear transformations of the coordinates x
k:
Lij . x
h = (aikx
k+a0i)δ
h
j − (ajxxk+aj0)δhi . (147)
By an Euclidean transformation (this is also an affine one) one can always make the xi canonical
coordinates for the quadric, so that aij = aiδij (no sum over i), bi := a0i = 0 if ai 6= 0. In
[35] the authors first classify g and derive some general results from the only assumptions
X = Pol•(Rn) and g ⊂ aff(n); in particular, that the global description of differential geometry
on Rn,Mc in terms of generators and relations extends to their twist deformations, in such a
way to preserve the subspaces of the differential calculus algebras consisting of polynomials of
any fixed degrees in the coordinates xi, differential dxi and vector fields chosen as generators.
Then we will analyze in detail the twisted quadrics embedded in R3.
Here we just present two families of the latter as examples of applications of the formalism
developed in the previous sections. We analyze in detail (deferring proofs to [35]) twist defor-
mations of the following classes of quadrics in R3: (a) elliptic cylinders; (c) elliptic cone; (b)
1-sheet and (d) 2-sheet hyperboloids. As usual, we identify two quadric surfaces if they can be
translated into each other via an Euclidean transformation. By a suitable one we can make the
equation f(x) = 0 take a canonical (i.e. simplest) form, which we use to identify the class. In
Figure 1 we summarize the characterizing signs, rank, associated symmetry Lie algebra g, and
type of twist deformation that we perform on the mentioned quadrics; an example in each class
is plotted in Figure 2. For fixed ai class (a) gives a family of submanifolds Mc parametrized
by c > 0, while classes (b), (c), (d) altogether give a single family Mc parametrized by c ∈ R
(c ≡ −a00). We devote a subsection to each family and a proposition to each twist deforma-
tion; propositions are proved in [35], where we discuss in detail twist deformations also of the
other classes of quadrics. Throughout this section the ?-product X ? h of a vector field X by
a function h from the right is understood in the Q?,QMc? sense X ?h = X /? h+X?(h) (see
section 3.2.3).
a1 a2 a3 a03 a00 r quadric g ' Abelian Jordanian
(a) + + 0 0 − 3 elliptic cylinder so(2)×R
2
so(2)× R
Yes
Yes
No
No
(b) + + − 0 − 4 1-sheet hyperboloid so(2, 1) No Yes
(c) + + − 0 0 3 elliptic cone so(2,1)×R Yes Yes
(d) + + − 0 + 4 2-sheet hyperboloid so(2, 1) No Yes
Figure 1: Signs of the coefficients of the canonical equations, rank, associated symmetry Lie algebra
g, type of twist deformation. The cone (c) consists of two open components (nappes) disconnected
by the apex (a singular point); we build an abelian twist for it using also the generator of dilatations.
4.1 (a) Family of elliptic cylinders in Euclidean R3
Their equations in canonical form (with a1 =1, a3 =a0i=0) are parametrized by c ≡ −a00 > 0,
a ≡ a2 > 0 and read
fc(x) :=
1
2
[
(x1)2 + a(x2)2
]− c = 0. (148)
For every a > 0, {Mc}c∈R+ is a foliation of R3 \ ~z, where ~z is the axis of equations x1 =x2 =0.
The vector fields L12 = x
1∂2 − ax2∂1, L13 = x1∂3, L23 = ax2∂3 fulfill
[L12, L13] = −L23, [L12, L23] = aL13, [L13, L23] = 0. (149)
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(a) Elliptic cylinder with a1 =
1
2 , a2 = 2
−2
2
−1
1
−1
1
x1
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x3
(b) 1-sheet hyperboloid with a1 =
1
2 ,
a2 = −a3 = 2
−1
1
−2
2
−1
1
x1
x2
x3
(c) Elliptic cone with a1 = −a3 = 2, a2 = 12
−2
2
−1
1
−5
5
x1
x2
x3
(d) 2-sheet hyperboloid with a1 = 8, a2 = 32,
a3 = −2
Figure 2: The irreducible quadric surfaces of R3 that we twist-deform here.
Clearly, g ' so(2)×R2. The actions of the Lij on the xh, ξh, ∂h are given by
L12 . ∂i = δi2a ∂1 − δi1∂2, L12 . ui = δi2u1 − δi1a u2, for ui = xi, ξi, (150)
L13 . ∂i = −δi1∂3, L13 . xi = δi3x1, L13 . ξi = δi3ξ1,
L23 . ∂i = −δi2a∂3, L23 . xi = δi3ax2 L23 . ξi = δi3aξ2;
(151)
the commutation relations [Lij , x
h] = Lij . x
h, [Lij , ∂h] = Lij . ∂h, [Lij , ξ
h] = 0 hold in Q•.
Proposition 15 F = exp(iνL13⊗L23) is a unitary abelian twist inducing the following twist
deformation of Ug, of Q• on R3 and of Q•Mc on the elliptic cylinders (148). The UgF counit,
coproduct, antipode on the {Lij}1≤i<j≤3 coincide with the undeformed ones, except
∆F(L12) = L12 ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ L12 + iν (L23 ⊗ L23 − aL13 ⊗ L13) ,
SF(L12) = −L12 + iν
(
L223 − aL213
)
.
(152)
The twisted ?-products and ?-Lie brackets of the {Lij}1≤i<j≤3 coincide with the untwisted ones
except L12 ? L12 = L
2
12 + iνaL23L13. The twisted ?-products of the Lij with the x
i, ξi ≡ dxi, ∂i,
and those among the latter, equal their undeformed counterparts, except
L12 ? u
3 = L12u
3 − iνaL23u2, u3 ? L12 = u3L12 + iνa u1L13,
L12 ? ∂2 = L12∂2 + iνaL23∂3, ∂1 ? L12 = ∂1L12 − iνa ∂3L13,
x3 ? x3 = x3x3 − iνax1x2, x3 ? ξ3 = x3ξ3 − iνa x1ξ2,
ξ3 ? x3 = ξ3x3 − iνa ξ1x2, ξ3 ? ξ3 = −iνaξ1ξ2,
∂1 ? x
3 = ∂1x
3 + iνa ∂3x
2, x3 ? ∂2 = x
3∂2 + iνa x
1∂3,
∂1 ? ∂2 = ∂1∂2 − iνa ∂3∂3,
(153)
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where ui = xi, ξi. Hence the ?-commutation relations of the UgF-module ∗-algebra Q? read
xi ? xj = xj ? xi, ∂i ? ξ
j = ξj ? ∂i + δ
i
3iνa (δ1jξ
2 − δ2jξ1) ? ∂3,
xi ? ξj = ξj ? xi + iνδj3
(
ξ1 ? (aδi3x
2 + bδi2)− ξ2 ? (δi3x1 + bδi1)a
)
,
ξi ? ξj + ξj ? ξi = −δj3 δi3 i2νa ξ1 ? ξ2, ∂i ? ∂j = ∂j ? ∂i − δ1i δ2j iνa ∂3 ? ∂3,
∂j ? x
i = δij1 + x
i ? ∂j + iν
(
δj1(aδ
i
3x
2 + bδi2)− aδj2(δi3x1 + bδi1)
)
? ∂3,
(154)
while those among the tangent vectors Lij and the generators x
i, ξi, ∂i read
L12 ? x
i = L12 . x
i + xi ? L12 − iνaδi3 (x1 ? L13 + x2 ? L23),
L12 ? ξ
i = ξi ? L12 − iνaδi3 (ξ1 ? L13 + ξ2 ? L23),
L12 ? ∂i = L12 . ∂i + ∂i ? L12 + iνa ∂3 ? Li3,
Lj3 ? x
i = Lj3 . x
i + xi ? Lj3, Lj3 ? ξ
i = ξi ? Lj3, j = 1, 2,
Lj3 ? ∂i = Lj3 . ∂i + ∂i ? Lj3, j = 1, 2.
(155)
In terms of ?-products L12 = ∂2 ? x
1− ax2 ? ∂1, L13 = x1 ? ∂3, L23 = ax2 ? ∂3. The relations
characterizing the UgF-module ∗-algebra Q•Mc?, i.e. equation (148), its differential and the
linear dependence relations keep the same form
fc(x) ≡ 1
2
(x1?x1+ax2?x2)−c = 0, df ≡ ξ1?x1+a ξ2?x2 = 0, ijkfi ? Ljk = 0. (156)
The ∗-structures on UgF , Q•?,Q•Mc? remain undeformed.
Alternatively, as a complete set in Ξt instead of {L12, L13, L23} we can use St = {L12, ∂3},
which is actually a basis of Ξt; the Lie algebra g ' so(2)×R generated by the latter is abelian;
the relevant relations are
L12 . ∂i = δi2a ∂1 − δi1∂2, L12 . ui = δi2u1 − δi1a u2, for ui ∈ {xi, ξi}, (157)
∂3 . x
i ≡ ∂3(xi) = δi31, ∂3 . ∂i = [∂3, ∂i] = 0, ∂3 . L12 = [∂3, L12] = 0. (158)
We correspondingly adopt the unitary abelian twist F = exp(iν∂3 ⊗ L12).
Proposition 16 F = exp(iν∂3 ⊗ L12) is a unitary abelian twist inducing the following twist
deformation of Ug, of Q• on R3 and of Q•Mc on the elliptic cylinders (148). The UgF counit,
coproduct, antipode on {∂3, L12} coincide with the undeformed ones. The twisted ?-products
and ?-Lie brackets of {∂3, L12} coincide with the untwisted ones. The twisted ?-products of
∂3, L12 with x
i, ξi ≡ dxi, ∂i, and those among the latter, equal their untwisted ones, except
x3 ? x1 =x1x3 + iνax2,
x3 ? ξ1 =x3ξ1 + iνaξ2,
x3 ? ∂1 =x
3∂1 + iν∂2,
x3 ? x2 =x2x3 − iνx1,
x3 ? ξ2 =x3ξ2 − iνξ1,
x3 ? ∂2 =x
3∂2 − iνa∂1.
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Hence the ?-commutation relations of the UgF-module ∗-algebra Q? read
xi ? xj =xj ? xi + iνδi3(δ
j
1ax
2 − δj2x1)− iνδj3(δi1ax2 − δi2x1),
xi ? ξj =ξj ? xi + iνδi3(δ
j
1aξ
2 − δj2ξ1),
xi ? ∂j =− δij1 + ∂j ? xi + iνδi3(δj1∂2 − δj2a∂1),
ξi ? ξj =− ξj ? ξi,
ξi ? ∂j =∂j ? ξ
i,
∂i ? ∂j =∂j ? ∂i.
(159)
In terms of ?-products L12 = x
1 ? ∂2 − ax2 ? ∂1. Also the relations characterizing the UgF-
module ∗-algebra Q•Mc?, i.e. equation (148), its differential and the linear dependence relations,
keep the same form:
fc(x) ≡ 1
2
(x1?x1 + ax2?x2)− c = 0, dfc ≡ ξ1?x1 + a ξ2?x2 = 0, ijkfi ? Ljk = 0. (160)
The ∗-structures on UgF , Q•?,Q•Mc? remain undeformed.
In the case a1 = a2 = 1 (circular cylinder of radius R =
√
2c embedded in the Euclidean
R3) S := {L, ∂3, N⊥} is an orthonormal basis of Ξ alternative to S′ := {∂1, ∂2, ∂3} and such
that St :={L, ∂3}, S⊥ :={N⊥} are orthonormal bases of Ξt, Ξ⊥ respectively; here L := L12/R,
N⊥ = f
i∂i/R = (x
1∂1 + x
2∂2)/R. The Killing Lie algebra k is abelian and spanned (over R)
by St. ∇XY = 0 for all X,Y ∈S′, whereas the only non-zero ∇XY , with X,Y ∈ S are
∇LL = − 1
R
N⊥, ∇LN⊥ = 1
R
L, ∇N⊥L =
1
R
L, ∇N⊥N⊥ =
1
R
N⊥. (161)
The second fundamental form II(X,Y ) = (∇XY )⊥, X,Y ∈ Ξt, is explicitly given by
II(X,Y ) = −X˜ Y˜
R
N⊥; (162)
here we are using the decomposition Z = Z˜L+Z3∂3 of the generic Z ∈ Ξt. Thus II is diagonal
in the basis St, with diagonal elements (i.e. principal curvatures) κ1 = 0, κ2 = −1/R. Hence
the Gauss (i.e. intrinsic) curvature K = κ1κ2 vanishes; Rt = 0 easily follows also from R = 0
using the Gauss theorem. The mean (i.e. extrinsic) curvature is H = (κ1 +κ2)/2 = −1/2R.
The Levi-Civita covariant derivative ∇t,X on Mc is the tangent projection of ∇
∇t,XY = prt(∇XY ) = ∇XY − II(X,Y ) = ∇XY + X˜ Y˜ N⊥/R.
The deformation via the abelian twist F = exp(iν∂3 ⊗ L12) ∈ Uk⊗ Uk[[ν]] yields
∇FX = ∇X ∀X ∈ S ∪ S′ = {∂1, ∂2, ∂3, L,N⊥}, (163)
∇Ft,XY = prt(∇XY ) = ∇t,XY ∀X,Y ∈ St = {∂3, L}, (164)
because ∂3 commutes with all such X, so that F1 . X ⊗ F2 = X ⊗ 1, and the projections
pr⊥, prt, stay undeformed, as shown in Proposition 10. Eq. (163-164) determine ∇FXY for all
X,Y ∈ Ξ? and ∇Ft,XY = ∇t,XY for all X,Y ∈ Ξt? via the function left ?-linearity in X and the
deformed Leibniz rule for Y . The twisted curvatures RF ,RFt vanish. Furthermore,
IIF? (X,Y )
(132)
= II(F−11 . X,F−12 . Y ) = g(∇F−11 .X(F
−1
2 . Y ), N⊥)N⊥ = II(X,Y ) (165)
for all X,Y ∈ St, leading to the same principal curvatures κ1 = 0, κ2 = 1/R, Gauss and
mean curvatures as in the undeformed case.
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4.2 (b-c-d) Family of hyperboloids and cone in Minkowski R3
Their equations in canonical form (with a1 =1) are parametrized by a = a2 > 0, b = −a3 > 0,
c = −a00 (c > 0, c < 0 resp. for the 1-sheet and the 2-sheet hyperboloids, c = 0 for the cone)
and read
fc(x) :=
1
2
[(x1)2 + a(x2)2 − b(x3)2]− c = 0. (166)
For all a, b > 0, {Mc}c∈R\{0} is a foliation of R3 \M0, where M0 is the cone of equation f0 = 0.
The Lie algebra g is spanned by L12 = x
1∂2−ax2∂1, L13 = x1∂3 + bx3∂1, L23 = ax2∂3 + bx3∂2,
which fulfill [L12, L13] = −L23, [L12, L23] = aL13, [L13, L23] = bL12. Setting H := 2√bL13,
E := 1√
a
L12 +
1√
ab
L23 and E
′ := 1√
a
L12 − 1√abL23, we obtain
[H,E] = 2E, [H,E′] = −2E′, [E,E′] = −H, (167)
showing that the corresponding symmetry Lie algebra is g ' so(2, 1). The commutation
relations [Lij , x
h] = Lij . x
h, [Lij , ∂h] = Lij . ∂h, [Lij , ξ
h] = 0 hold in Q•. To compute the
action of F on functions it is convenient to adopt the eigenvectors of H
y1 = x1 +
√
bx3, y2 = x2, y3 = x1 −
√
bx3, (168)
as new coordinates; the eigenvalues are λ1 = 2, λ2 = 0 and λ3 = −2. Abbreviating
ηi := dyi, ∂˜i :=
∂
∂yi
, ∂˜2 := ∂˜2, ∂˜
1 := 2a ∂˜3, ∂˜
3 := 2a ∂˜1
the inverse coordinate and the partial derivative transformations read
x1 = 12(y
1 + y3), ∂˜1 =
1
2
(
∂1 +
1√
b
∂3
)
= 12a ∂˜
3, ∂1 = ∂˜1 + ∂˜3,
x2 = y2, ∂˜2 = ∂2 = ∂˜
2, ∂2 = ∂˜2,
x3 = 12
1√
b
(y1 − y3), ∂˜3 = 12
(
∂1 − 1√b∂3
)
= 12a ∂˜
1, ∂3 =
√
b
(
∂˜1 − ∂˜3
)
.
(169)
In the new coordinates,
(
∂˜i
)∗
= −∂˜i, fc(y) = 12y1y3 + a2 (y2)2 − c and
H = 2y1∂˜1 − 2y3∂˜3, E = 1√
a
y1∂˜2 − 2
√
ay2∂˜3, E
′ =
1√
a
y3∂˜2 − 2
√
ay2∂˜1. (170)
The actions of H,E,E′ on any ui ∈ {yi, ∂˜i, ηi} read
H . ui = λiu
i, E . ui = δi2
1√
a
u1 − 2δi3
√
au2, E′ . ui = δi2
1√
a
u3 − 2δi1
√
au2. (171)
Proposition 17 F = exp(H/2⊗ log(1 + iνE)) is a unitary twist inducing the following twist
deformation of Ug, of Q• on R3 and of Q•Mc on the elliptic hyperboloids and cone (166). The
UgF coproduct and antipode on {H,E,E′} are given by
∆F(E) = ∆(E) + iνE ⊗ E, ∆F(H) = ∆(H)− iνH ⊗ E
1 + iνE
,
∆F(E
′) = ∆(E′)− iν
2
H ⊗
(
H+
iνE
1+iνE
)
1
1+iνE
−iνE′ ⊗ E
1+iνE
− ν
2
4
H2 ⊗ E
(1+iνE)2
(172)
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SF(H) =S(H)(1 + iνE), SF(E) =
S(E)
1 + iνE
,
SF(E
′) =S(E′)(1+iνE)− iν
2
H(1+iνE)
(
H+
iνE
1+iνE
)
+
ν2
4
H(1+iνE)HE.
(173)
The twisted ?-products of {H,E,E′} coincide with the untwisted ones, except
E ? H = EH + 2iνE2, E′ ? H = E′H − 2iνE′E,
E ? E′ = EE′ + iνEH − 2ν2E2, E′ ? E′ = (E′)2 − iνE′H.
(174)
The twisted ?-products of ui = yi, ηi, ∂˜i with vj = yj , ηj , ∂˜j and with H,E,E′ are given by
ui ? vj = uivj + iν(δi3 − δi1)ui
(
1√
a
δj2v
1 − 2√aδj3v2
)
+ δi1δ
j
32ν
2u1v1,
H ? ui = Hui, ui ? H = uiH + 2iν
(
δi1 − δi3
)
uiE,
ui ? E = uiE, E ? ui = Eui + iνE
(
2δi3
√
au2 − 1√
a
δi2u
1
)
+ 2ν2δi3Eu
1,
E′ ? ui = E′ui + iν
(
1√
a
δi2E
′u1 − 2√aδi3E′u2
)
,
ui ? E′ = uiE′ + iν
(
δi1 − δi3
)
uiH − 2iνδi1u1E.
(175)
Hence the ?-commutation relations of the UgF-module ∗-algebra Q? read as follows:
u1?u2 = u2?u1− iν√
a
u1?u1, u1?u3 = u3?u1+2iν
√
a u2?u1+2ν2u1?u1,
u2?u3 = u3?u2− iν√
a
u3?u1, u1?η1 = η1?u1, u1?η2 = η2?u1 − iν√
a
η1?u1,
u1?η3 = η3?u1 + 2iν
√
a η2?u1+2ν2η1?u1, u2?η1 = η1?u2 + iν√
a
η1?u1,
u2?η2 = η2?u2, u2?η3 = η3?u2 − iν√
a
η3?u1, u3?η1 = η1?u3 − 2iν√a η1?u2,
u3?η2 = η2?u3 + iν√
a
η1?u3 + 2ν2η1?u2,
u3?η3 = η3?u3 + 2iν
√
a
(
η3?u2 − η2?u3)+ 2ν2 η3?u1
(176)
for ui = yi, ∂˜i; the twisted wedge products fulfill
η1?η1 = 0, η2?η2 = 0, η3?η3 = 2iν
√
a η2?η3
η1?η2 + η2?η1 = 0, η1?η3 + η3?η1 = 2iν
√
a η1?η2, η2?η3 + η3?η2 = iν√
a
η3?η1,
(177)
while the twisted Leibniz rule for the derivatives read
∂˜1?y1 = y1?∂˜1, ∂˜2?y1 = y1?∂˜2 + iν√
a
y1?∂˜1, ∂˜3?y1 = 2a+ y1?∂˜3 − i2ν√ay1?∂˜2,
∂˜1?y2 = y2?∂˜1 − iν√
a
y1?∂˜1, ∂˜3?y2 = y2?∂˜3 + i2ν
√
a+ iν√
a
y1?∂˜3 + 2ν2y1?∂˜2,
∂˜2?y2 = 1 + y2?∂˜2, ∂˜1?y3 = 2a+ y3?∂˜1 + i2ν
√
a y2?∂˜1 + 2ν2y1?∂˜1,
∂˜2?y3 = y3?∂˜2 − iν√
a
y3?∂˜1, ∂˜3?y3 = y3?∂˜3 + i2ν
√
a
(
y3?∂˜2 − y2?∂˜3)+ 2ν2 y3?∂˜1.
(178)
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The ?-commutation relations between generators of Q? and the tangent vectors H,E,E′ are
ui ? H = H ? ui − ϑλiui + 2iν
(
δi1 − δi3
)
ui ? E
u1 ? E = E ? u1, u2 ? E = E ? u2 − ϑ√
a
u1 + iν√
a
E ? u1,
u3 ? E = E ? u3 + 2ϑ
√
au2 − 2iν√aE ? u2,
u1 ? E′ = E′ ? u1 + 2ϑ
(√
au2 − iνu1)+ iνH ? u1 − 2iνE ? u1
u2 ? E′ = E′ ? u2 − ϑ√
a
u3 − iν√
a
E′ ? u1,
u3 ? E′ = E′ ? u3 − 2ϑiνu3 + 2iν√aE′ ? u2 − iνH ? u3 + 2ν2E′ ? u1,
(179)
where ϑ = 1 if ui = yi, ∂˜i, ϑ = 0 if ui = ηi. In terms of ?-products
H = 2(∂˜1 ? y
1 − 1− y3 ? ∂˜3),
E =
1√
a
∂˜2 ? y
1 − 2√ay2 ? ∂˜3,
E′ =
1√
a
∂˜2 ? y
3 − 2√ay2 ? ∂˜1.
(180)
The relations characterizing the UgF-module ∗-algebra Q•Mc? become
0 = f(y) ≡ 12y3 ? y1 + a2y2 ? y2,
0 = df = 12(y
3 ? η1 + η3 ? y1) + ay2 ? η2,
0 = y3 ? E − y1 ? E′ −√a y2 ? H + iνy1 ? H − 2iν(1 + iν)y1 ? E.
(181)
The ∗-structures on UgF , Q•?,Q•Mc? remain undeformed except (u3)∗? = (u3)∗ − 2iν
√
a(u2)∗
for ui = yi, ηi, ∂˜i.
Let us now focus on the case 1 = a1 = a = b, i.e. fc(x) =
1
2((x
1)2 + (x2)2 − (x3)2) − c.
This covers the circular cone, the circular hyperboloid of one and two sheets. We endow R3
with the Minkowski metric g := ηijdx
i ⊗ dxj = dx1 ⊗ dx1 + dx2 ⊗ dx2 − dx3 ⊗ dx3, whence
g(∂i, ∂j) = ηij . g is equivariant with respect to Ug, where g is the Lie
∗-algebra spanned by
the vector fields Lij , tangent to Mc. E = g
−1(df, df) = xixi = 2c, which vanishes for c = 0.
Therefore D′f = R3 \M0 (M0 is the cone). The induced metric on the remaining Mc ⊂ D′f (or
first fundamental form) gt makes Mc Riemannian if c < 0, Lorentzian if c > 0 (whereas it is
degenerate on the cone M0); moreover, in any basis St := {v1, v2} of Ξt
II(vα, vβ) = − 1
2c
gαβ V⊥, gαβ := g(vα, vβ), α, β ∈ {1, 2}, (182)
where V⊥ = fjη
ji∂i = x
i∂i, and, applying the Gauss theorem, one finds the following compo-
nents of the curvature and Ricci tensors, Ricci scalar (or Gauss curvature) on Mc:
Rt
δ
αβγ =
gαγδ
δ
β − gβγδδα
2c
, Rictβγ = Rt
α
αβγ = −
gβγ
2c
, Rt = Rictβγg
βγ = −1
c
. (183)
All diverge as c → 0 (i.e. in the cone M0 limit). Mc is therefore anti-de Sitter space AdS2 if
c > 0, the union of two copies of de Sitter space dS2 if c < 0.
Under twist deformation the curvature (and Ricci) tensor on R3 remain zero. Moreover, by
propositions 10, 3, 12 on Mc the first and second fundamental forms, as well as the curvature
and Ricci tensors, remain undeformed as elements of the corresponding tensor spaces:
gFt = gt ∈ Ωt ⊗ Ωt[[ν]], IIF = II ∈ Ωt ⊗ Ωt ⊗ Ξ⊥[[ν]],
RFt = Rt ∈ Ωt ⊗ Ωt ∧ Ωt ⊗ Ξt[[ν]], RicFt = Rict ∈ Ωt ⊗ Ωt[[ν]].
(184)
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Only the associated multilinear maps of twisted tensor products gt? : Ξt? ⊗? Ξt? → X?, ...,
‘feel’ the twist; their actions are related to the undeformed maps through formulae (75), (132)
and
RicFt?(X,Y ) = Rict
(F1 . X,F2 . Y ) (185)
(compare also to [2] Theorem 7 and eq. 6.138), and similarly for RFt?. Also the Ricci scalar (or
Gauss curvature) RFt remains the undeformed one −1/c.
Finally, for the elliptic cone, (166) with c = 0, the Lie algebra g can be enlarged adding
a generator D = xi∂i = y
i∂˜i of dilatations, which is also tangent to the cone (only), since
D(f) = 2f : D ∈ ΞM ; furthermore it commutes with all Lij . Therefore one can elaborate also
abelian twist deformations the elliptic cone, see Ref. [35].
5 Outlook and final remarks
Considering a generic embedded submanifold M ⊂ Rn that consists of the solutions x of a set
of k equations fa(x) = 0 (a = 1, ..., k), where f : Df ⊂ Rn → Rk is a k-ple of smooth functions
with Jacobian matrix of rank k, in this work we have explicitly built its noncommutative
analogue in the framework of Drinfel’d (cocycle) twist [19] deformation of differential geometry
[1, 2]. This can be considered as a successful result also in the broader framework of deformation
quantization [6, 40], in that the deformed algebra X? of functions on Df and the one XM? of
functions on M both coincide with their undeformed counterparts X [[ν]],XM [[ν]] as C[[ν]]-
modules (ν is the deformation parameter), because the same occurs for the ideal C of functions
vanishing on M and its deformed counterpart, C?, C? = C[[ν]]; only the pointwise product is
deformed into a (in general noncommutative) one, the ?-product. In other words taking the
quotient and performing the deformation commute: XM? = (X/C)? = X?/C?. The key point
has been to perform the deformation using a Drinfeld twist F based on the Lie subalgebra Ξt
(10) of vector fields on Df that are tangent to every manifold Mc of the family of level sets of f
(the latter is parametrized by c ∈ f (Df ) ⊂ Rk; Mc consists of the solutions of fa(x)− ca = 0,
a = 1, ..., k), rather than on the Lie algebra ΞM of vector fields tangent to M only; this has
given for free the deformation of the whole family by the same twist. Every vector field in the
?-Lie algebra ΞM? can be represented by an element of the ?-Lie algebra Ξt?, as it occurs in the
undeformed case. The whole twisted Cartan calculus is automatically equivariant under the
non-cocommutative Hopf algebra UΞFt ; the latter may be interpreted as the quantum group
of (small) diffeomorphisms of the deformed submanifolds. The dimensions of Ξ?,Ξt? as X?
bimodules, as well as of their duals Ω?,Ωt?, remain undeformed, contrary to what happens to
the quantum group bicovariant or equivariant differential calculi mentioned at the beginning
of the introduction. This is due to the fact that the twists considered here are 2-cocycles, but
could change with more general twists leading to quasitriangular Hopf algebras or quasi-Hopf
algebras. We have also shown that, when Rn is endowed with a connection ∇, taking the
tangent projection (from Rn to M) of ∇ and the associated torsion, curvature, commutes with
performing the deformation provided F is based on the equivariance Lie subalgebra e ⊂ Ξt
[see (67)]. When Rn is endowed with a metric g the same holds for g itself, the associated
Levi-Civita connection, the intrinsic and extrinsic curvatures (while the torsions remain zero)
only if F is based on the Lie algebra k ⊂ Ξt of Killing vector fields of the metric.
All our results are global, in that we have determined global (i.e., defined on all of M)
bases - or complete sets - of all the relevant X?- and XM? -bimodules from their undeformed
counterparts: C? is spanned by the globally defined functions fa, Ξt? by some complete set {eα}
of globally defined vector fields [e.g. (114]; these fulfill some linear dependence relations], the
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X?-bimodule Ξ⊥? ⊂ Ξ? of twisted vector fields normal to the Mc’s (with respect to the metric
g) is spanned by the globally defined vector fields (97), and similarly the dual ones Ωt?,Ω⊥?
of 1-forms, their tensor or wedge powers,...). This means that both in the undeformed and
deformed context these bimodules/algebras can be formulated in terms of (the mentioned)
generators and polynomial relations, with elements in X ,X? as coefficients.
In the polynomial setting, if the polynomial functions fa(x) fulfill suitable irreducibility
conditions then also X ,X?,XM ,XM? can be defined in terms of generators xi (the Cartesian
coordinates) and polynomial relations [35]. The procedure can be potentially applied to a large
number of algebraic manifolds, starting from algebraic hypersurfaces (k = 1), in particular
quadrics; one can use the examples of cocycle twists available in the literature (tipically based
on finite-dimensional Lie algebras g) to build concrete deformations of these submanifolds. In
[35] the authors discuss in detail deformations of all families of quadric surfaces embedded in
R3 that are induced by unitary twists of the abelian [51] or Jordanian [48, 49] type, except the
ellipsoids. Here (section 4) we have only presented the results for the elliptic (in particular,
circular) cylinders, hyperboloids and cone. Endowing R3 with the Euclidean (resp. Minkowski)
metric we have found twisted circular (i.e. maximally symmetric) cylinders, hyperboloids and
cone Mc that are (pseudo)Riemannian and equivariant under a non-trivial Hopf algebra Uk
F
(“quantum group of isometries”); the twisted Levi-Civita connection on all Mc equals the
projection of the twisted Levi-Civita connection on R3 (the exterior derivative), while the
twisted intrinsic curvature can be expressed in terms of the twisted second fundamental form
(or extrinsic curvature) via the twisted Gauss theorem; the twisted curvatures are the same
constants as their undeformed counterparts. The twisted hyperboloids with c < 0 (resp. c > 0)
can be thus considered as twisted de Sitter spaces dS2 (resp. anti-de Sitter spaces AdS2).
We recall that the higher-dimensional generalizations of the latter manifolds play a promi-
nent role in present cosmology and theoretical physics as maximally symmetric cosmological
solutions to the Einstein field equations of general relativity with a nonzero cosmological con-
stant Λ; in particular, de Sitter spacetime (Λ > 0) can describe a universe with accelerating
expansion rate (see e.g. [17]), while anti-de Sitter spacetimes (Λ < 0) are at the base of the
socalled Ads/CFT correspondence [45]. Interpreting Minkowski R2+1 as a relativistic momen-
tum, rather than position, space (x1, x2 playing the role of components of the momentum, x3
of energy), the equations (166) as dispersion relations for relativistic particles, and performing
the deformations, we should regard the x3 > 0 component of the twisted 2-sheet hyperboloid
(c < 0) as the twisted mass shell of a particle of mass
√|2c|; similarly, the x3 > 0 nappe of
the cone c = 0 would do for a massless particle, while c > 0 would do for a tachyon.
The generalization of the framework to submanifolds of Cn looks straightforward and should
make things even simpler, in that we drop ∗-structures and the related constraints on the
twist. For instance, there are no abelian twist deformations of the ellipsoids in R3 because
the corresponding g ' so(3) is simple; neither are there Jordanian ones, because so(3) (over
R) contains no elements E,H fulfilling [H,E] = 2E. If we considered f(x) ≡ xixi − 1 as a
polynomial function f : C3 → C, M ⊂ C3 as the complex manifold solution of f(x) = 0, then
g ' so(3,C), such E,H ∈ g would exist, and we could perform a Jordanian deformation also
of the complex ellipsoids.
For the quadrics in R3 the subset Df where f(x) is of rank 1 is all of R3, except possibly
a set of zero measure Ef ; the family Mc is a foliation of Df . In particular, for the family of
elliptic cylinders Ef is the axis of the cylinders, while for the family containing the hyperboloids
and the cone Ef contains only the apex of latter. Ef is in any case an algebraic variety. The
tangent vector fields Lij = fi∂j − fj∂i ∈ g involved in the twist (fi ≡ ∂i(f)), which make
up also a complete set in Ξt, automatically vanish on Ef , implying that the deformation
automatically disappears on it, and the algebraic variety is well-defined as the undeformed.
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For other examples of submanifold algebras that are not algebras of functions on smooth
manifolds we refer the reader to the recent paper [16].
Finally, let us mention that in [32, 33, 34, 50] an alternative approach to introduce non-
commutative (more precisely, fuzzy) embedded submanifolds S in Rn has been proposed and
applied to the spheres; it is obtained projecting the algebra of observables of a quantum par-
ticle in Rn, subject to a confining potential with a very sharp minimum on S, to the Hilbert
subspace with energy below a certain cutoff.
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6 Appendix
6.1 Proof of Proposition 1
As the inclusion C ⊃
k⊕
a=1
Xfa is trivial, we need to prove the converse one. For all x¯ ∈ M
we can find a local smooth change of coordinates φ : x ∈ Vx¯ 7→ z ∈ Uz¯ of the form φ(x) =
(f, y) ≡ (f1, ..., fk, y1, ..., yn−k), where z¯ ≡ φ(x¯) = (0k, y¯) (0k stands for the row with k
zeroes), Uz¯ ⊂ Rn is an open ball with center z¯, and Vx¯ = φ−1 (Uz¯) ⊂ Rn; one can choose
the extra coordinates yh e.g. as a subset of the xj themselves9. For all h ∈ X the function
defined on Uz¯ by hˆ(z) = h(x) is smooth as well. In terms of the new coordinates the points
of Vx¯ ∩M belong to the hyperplane z1 = ... = zk = 0. For all z = (c, y) ∈ Uz¯ we denote
as z′ := (0k, y) its projection on this hyperplane; the segment zz′ is contained in the ball Uz¯.
Applying Hadamard’s lemma to the dependence of hˆ(z) on the first k coordinates [considering
y as parameters] we find hˆ(z) = hˆ(z′) +
∑k
a=1 c
ahˆa(z) in Uz¯, with smooth hˆ
a; more explicitly,
hˆa(z) =
∫ 1
0
∂hˆ
∂za
(tc, y) dt.
Equivalently, h(x) = h(x′) +
∑k
a=1 f
a(x)hax¯(x) in Vx¯, where x
′ = φ−1(z′) ∈ Vx¯ ∩M and hax¯
are defined by hax¯(x) = hˆ
a(z) and smooth in Vx¯. If h ∈ C then h(x′) = 0, and h(x) =∑k
a=1 f
a(x)hax¯(x). This is the desired decomposition, but only locally. To make it global,
consider the open cover of Df
O = O′ ∪ {V1} ∪ ... ∪ {Vk}, O′ := {Vx¯ | x¯ ∈M}, Va := Df \Ma,
9 Consider in fact the set of equations in the variables (x, c) ∈ Rn+k
la(x, c) := fa(x)− ca = 0, a = 1, 2, ..., k < n. (186)
The Jacobian matrix of l = (l1, ..., lk) is the k × (n+k)-matrix (J | − Ik), where J = ∂f/∂x has rank k. M consists
of the points x such that (x, 0k) solves (186). Fixed a x¯ ∈ M , we can always permute the coordinates so that the
k × k-matrix A := (∂fa/∂xb)k
a,b=1
is invertible in x¯. By the implicit function theorem there exists an open ball
Uz¯ ⊂ Rn centered at z¯ := (0k, x¯k+1, ..., x¯n) and smooth functions xa(z) of z := (c1, ..., ck, xk+1, ..., xn) ∈ Uz¯ such that
xa(z¯) = x¯a, and l
(
x1(z), ..., xk(z), xk+1, ..., xn, c1, ..., ck
)
= 0; thus we can set y1 = xk+1, ..., yn−k = xn.
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where Ma is the closure of the hypersurface Ma which is the level set of f
a (M =
⋂k
a=1Ma).
Since Df is paracompact (as so is the metric space Rn), there is a smooth partition of unity
subordinated to O, i.e. there exist: a function ρa with support contained in Va, for all a ∈
{1, ..., k}, and a function ρx¯ ∈ X with support contained in Vx¯, for all x¯ ∈ M , such that for
all x ∈ Df
∑
x¯∈M ρx¯(x) +
∑k
a=1 ρa(x) = 1, with only a finite number of non-zero terms in the
sum. The functions
h˜ax¯(x) :=
{
hax¯(x)ρx¯(x) if x ∈ Vx¯,
0 if x ∈ Rn \ Vx¯,
h˜a(x) :=
 h(x)
ρa(x)
fa(x)
if x ∈ Va,
0 if x ∈ Rn \ Va,
belong to X and fulfill ∑ka=1 fa(x)h˜ax¯(x) = h(x)ρx¯(x), fa(x)h˜a(x) = h(x)ρa(x); hence
ha :=
∑
x¯∈M h˜
a
x¯ + h˜
a ∈ X are the coefficients needed for (3) to hold. In fact, for all x ∈ Df
k∑
a=1
ha(x)fa(x) =
k∑
a=1
fa(x)ha(x) = h(x)
[∑
x¯∈M
ρx¯(x) +
k∑
a=1
ρa(x)
]
= h(x).
6.2 More on twists
We write in a compact notation the inverse of (15) and its consequences
F (12)3F12 = F1(23)F23, F (123)4F (12)3 = F (12)(34)F34,
F (123)4F1(23) = F1(234)F (23)4, F (12)(34)F12 = F1(234)F2(34),
(187)
obtained applying ∆ on the first, second, third tensor factor and recalling that ∆ is cocommu-
tative; the bracket encloses tensor factors obtained from one by application of ∆. To denote
the decomposition of F(12)3 we have used a Sweedler-type notation F(12)3 ≡ (∆⊗ id )(F) =
F1(1)⊗F1(2)⊗F2, and similarly for F1(23),F (12)3.... Several proofs are based on these formulae.
6.3 Isomorphism of twisted Hopf ∗-algebras for unitary twists
We use the notation of section 2.1. Assume that (H, ∗) is a Hopf ∗-algebra. We now prove
Proposition 18 If F is unitary, then D : (H?, ∗?)→ (HF , ∗) is an isomorphism of triangular
Hopf ∗-algebras; in particular, D ◦ ∗? = ∗ ◦D.
Proof Using (187) one can prove the relation (see e.g. Lemma 2.2. in [38] or eq. (126) in
[31])
∆(β) = F−1(β⊗β)[(S⊗S)F−121 ] = F−121 (β⊗β)[(S⊗S)F−1]. (188)
D ◦ ∗? = ∗ ◦D is almost the same as eq. (31) in [31]. We prove it again using (188):
D(ξ∗?) = D [S(β) . ξ∗] = D
[
S
(
β(1)
)
ξ∗β(2)
]
= F1S
(
β(1)
)
ξ∗β(2)S(F2)β−1 (188)= S(β)S(F2) ξ∗F1
= S(β) [F1 ξ S(F2)]∗ = S(β) [D(ξ)β]∗ = S(β)S
(
β−1
)
[D(ξ)]∗ = [D(ξ)]∗ (189)
As particular consequences, ∆? ◦ ∗? = (∗? ⊗ ∗?) ◦ ∆?, S? ◦ ∗? ◦ S? ◦ ∗? = id follow from
∆F ◦ ∗ = (∗⊗∗) ◦∆F , SF ◦ ∗ ◦ SF ◦ ∗ = id . uunionsq
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6.4 Proof of Proposition 2
First of all, ∇F is well-defined, since Ug[[ν]] . T p,q? ⊆ T p,q? . Eq. (47) easily follows from the
properties of the classical covariant derivative:
∇FXh = ∇F1.X(F2 . h) = LF1.X(F2 . h) = L?Xh.
Furthermore, for every g ∈ UeF we obtain
g . (∇FXT ) =g . (∇F1.X(F2 . T )) = ∇(g(1)F1).X((g(2)F2) . T )
=∇(F1g(̂1)).X((F2g(̂2)) . T ) = ∇
F
g
(̂1)
.X(g(̂2) . T ),
where X ∈ Ξ? and T ∈ T? are arbitrary. In other words, ∇F is UeF -equivariant. If F is based
on Ue, ∇F is equivariant with respect to the action of any leg of F or R (and their inverses).
By the linearity properties of the classical covariant derivative and (187) we obtain
∇Fh?XT =∇F1.((F ′1.h)(F ′2.X))(F2 . T )
=((F1(1)F ′1) . h)∇(F1(2)F ′2).X(F2 . T )
=(F1 . h)∇(F2(1)F ′1).X((F2(2)F
′
2) . T )
=(F1 . h)(F2 . (∇F ′1.X(F
′
2 . T )))
=h ?∇FXT,
which, together with ∇FZ+Z′T = ∇F1.Z+F1.Z′(F2 . T ) = ∇F1.Z(F2 . T ) +∇F1.Z′(F2 . T ) =∇FZT + ∇FZ′T gives (48). By the linearity properties of the classical covariant derivative we
obtain for all h ∈ X , X ∈ Ξ and T ∈ T p,q
∇FX(h ? T ) =∇F1.X(((F2(1)F
′
1) . h)((F2(2)F ′2) . T ))
=(LF1.X((F2(1)F
′
1) . h))((F2(2)F ′2) . T ) + ((F2(1)F ′1) . h)∇F1.X((F2(2)F
′
2) . T )
=(L
(F1(1)F ′1).X((F1(2)F
′
2) . h))(F2 . T ) + ((F1(2)F ′2) . h)∇(F1(1)F ′1).X(F2 . T )
=(F1 . (LF ′1.X(F
′
2 . h)))(F2 . T ) + ((F1(1)F ′′1F ′′′1 F ′2) . h)∇(F1(2)F ′′2F ′′′2 F ′1).X(F2 . T )
=(L?Xh) ? T + ((F1(1)F ′′1R2) . h)∇(F1(2)F ′′2R1).X(F2 . T )
=(L?Xh) ? T + ((F1R2) . h)∇(F2(1)F ′′1R1).X((F2(2)F
′′
2) . T )
=(L?Xh) ? T + ((F1R2) . h)(F2 . (∇(F ′′1R1).X(F
′′
2 . T )))
=(L?Xh) ? T + (R2 . h) ? (∇FR1.XT ),
which is (52). Furthermore, the deformed Leibniz rule
∇FX(T ? h) =∇F((R1 . h) ? (R2 . T ))
=(L?X(R1 . h)) ? (R2 . T ) + ((R′1R1) . h) ? (∇FR′2.X(R2 . T ))
=((R′1R2) . T ) ? (R′2 . L?X(R1 . h)) + (R′′1 .∇FR′2.X(R2 . T )) ? ((R
′′
2R′1R1) . h)
=((R′1R2) . T ) ? (L?R′2(1).X((R
′
2(2)R1) . h))
+ (∇F(R′′1(1)R′2).X((R
′′
1(2)R2) . T )) ? ((R′′2R′1R1) . h)
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=((R′1R′′1R2) . T ) ? (L?R′2.X((R
′′
2R1) . h))
+ (∇F(R′′′1 R′2).X((R
′′
1R2) . T )) ? ((R′′2R′′′2 R′1R1) . h)
=(R′1 . T ) ? (L?R′2.X(h)) + (∇
F
XT ) ? h
corresponding to the twisted right action of functions holds for all X ∈ Ξ, T ∈ T p,q and h ∈ X .
Also eq. (50) and (51) hold, i.e.
∇FX(T ⊗? T ′) =∇F1.X(((F2(1)F
′
1) . T )⊗ ((F2(2)F ′2) . T ′))
=(∇
(F1(1)F ′1).X((F1(2)F
′
2) . T ))⊗ (F2 . T ′)
+ ((F2(1)F ′1) . T )⊗ (∇F1.X((F2(2)F
′
2) . T
′))
=(F1 .∇F ′1.X(F
′
2 . T ))⊗ (F2 . T ′)
+ ((F1(2)F ′2R′1R1) . T )⊗ ((∇F1(1)F ′1R′2R2).X(F2 . T
′))
=∇FX(T )⊗? T ′ + ((F1(1)F ′1R1) . T )⊗ ((∇F1(2)F ′2R2).X(F2 . T
′))
=∇FX(T )⊗? T ′ + (R1 . T )⊗? ∇FR2.XT ′ (72)
=∇F(R1R′2).X((R
′′′
1 R′′2) . T )⊗? ((R′′′2 R2R′1R′′1) . T ′) + (R1 . T )⊗? ∇FR2.XT ′
=∇F(R
1(̂1)
R′2).X
((R
1(̂2)
R′′2) . T )⊗? ((R2R′1R′′1) . T ′) + (R1 . T )⊗? ∇FR2.XT ′
=(R1 .∇FR′2.X(R
′′
2 . T ))⊗? ((R2R′1R′′1) . T ′) + (R1 . T )⊗? ∇FR2.XT ′
and (in complete analogy)
∇FX〈Y, ω〉? =〈∇FX(Y ), ω〉? + 〈R1 . Y,∇FR2.Xω〉? (73)
=〈R1 . (∇FR′2.X(R
′′
2 . Y )), (R2R′1R′′1) . ω〉? + 〈R1 . Y,∇FR2.Xω〉?,
for all X,Y ∈ Ξ, ω ∈ Ω1 and T, T ∈ T p,q. In particular, we proved (72) and (73) on the
way. Note that we further used the cocommutativity of ∆, the equivariance property (68), the
(inverse) 2-cocycle condition, as well as the relations (∆F⊗id )R = R13R23 and R−1 = R21.
6.5 Proof of Proposition 3
First of all we prove that k is a Lie subalgebra of the equivariance Lie algebra (67) of ∇, which
implies that ∇F is a well-defined covariant derivative according to Proposition 2. Let ξ ∈ k.
Then, making use of the Koszul formula, we obtain
2g(∇ξ(1).X(ξ(2) . Y ), Z) =(ξ(1) . X)(g(ξ(2) . Y, Z)) + (ξ(2) . Y )(g(Z, ξ(1) . X))
− Z(g(ξ(1) . X, ξ(2) . Y ))− g(ξ(1) . X, [ξ(2) . Y, Z])
+ g(ξ(2) . Y, [Z, ξ(1) . X]) + g(Z, [ξ(1) . X, ξ(2) . Y ])
=ξ(1) .
(
X(g(Y, S(ξ(2)) . Z)) + Y (g(S(ξ(2)) . Z,X))
− (S(ξ(2)) . Z)(g(X,Y ))− g(X, [Y, S(ξ(2)) . Z])
+ g(Y, [S(ξ(2)) . Z,X]) + g(S(ξ(2)) . Z, [X,Y ])
)
=ξ(1) . (2g(∇XY, S(ξ(2)) . Z))
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=2g(ξ .∇XY, Z)
for all X,Y, Z ∈ Ξ, where we further employed the Uk-equivariance of g and of the pairing of
vector fields with forms, as well as the cocommutativity of Uk and the antipode properties.
Since g is non-degenerate it follows that ξ .∇XY = ∇ξ(1).X(ξ(2) .Y ), i.e. ξ is an element of the
equivariance Lie algebra of ∇. Thus we have shown the inclusion k ⊂ g. If F ∈ Uk⊗ Uk[[ν]]
then F2 . g = ε(F2)g, and using (14), (27) we immediately find (75). In fact
g?(X,Y ) =〈X, 〈Y,gA〉? ? gA〉?
=〈X, 〈Y,gA〉gA〉?
=〈F1 . X, 〈F2 . Y,gA〉gA〉
=
〈 F1 . (X ⊗? Y ),F2 . g 〉
= 〈X ⊗? Y,g 〉
where in the last two lines 〈 , 〉 is pairing extended to double tensor products, see (46). This
manifestly gives the undeformed map g(X,Y ) if we replace F = 1⊗1. The twisted metric
g? is right X?-linear, since
g?(X,Y ? f) =〈X, 〈Y ? f,gA〉? ? gA〉?
=〈X, 〈Y,R1 . gA〉? ? (R′1 . gA) ? ((R′2R2) . f)〉?
=〈X, 〈Y,gA〉? ? gA〉? ? f
=g?(X,Y ) ? f
for all f ∈ X?. In a next step we prove that ∇F is torsion-free with respect to the twisted
torsion and metric compatible with respect to the twisted metric. The first property holds
since
TF? (X,Y ) =∇FXY −∇FR2.Y (R1 . X)− [X,Y ]?
=∇F1.X(F2 . Y )−∇(F1R2).Y ((F2R1) . X)− [F1 . X,F2 . Y ]
=∇F1.X(F2 . Y )−∇F2.Y (F1 . X)− [F1 . X,F2 . Y ]
=T?(F1 . X,F2 . Y ),
=0
while the second one holds because
L?Xg?(Y, Z) =(F1 . X)(g((F2(1)F ′1) . Y, (F2(2)F ′2) . Z))
=g(∇F1.X((F2(1)F
′
1) . Y ), (F2(2)F ′2) . Z)
+ g((F2(1)F ′1) . Y,∇F1.X((F2(2)F
′
2) . Z))
=g(∇
(F1(1)F ′1).X((F1(2)F
′
2) . Y ),F2 . Z)
+ g((F1(2)F ′2) . Y,∇(F1(1)F ′1).X(F2 . Z))
=g(F1 . (∇F ′1.X(F
′
2 . Y )),F2 . Z)
+ g((F1(2)F ′1R2) . Y,∇(F1(1)F ′2R1).X(F2 . Z))
=g?(∇FXY,Z) + g((F1(1)F ′1R2) . Y,∇(F1(2)F ′2R1).X(F2 . Z))
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=g?(∇FXY,Z) + g((F1R2) . Y,∇(F2(1)F ′1R1).X((F2(2)F
′
2) . Z))
=g?(∇FXY,Z) + g((F1R2) . Y,F2 . (∇(F ′1R1).X(F
′
2 . Z)))
=g?(∇FXY,Z) + g?(R2 . Y,∇FR1.XZ)
for all X,Y, Z ∈ Ξ, which is equivalent to ∇FXg = 0. The statements about the twisted
curvature and torsion are proven in [2] Theorem 7, while the uniqueness of ∇F is given by
[2] Theorem 5. We prove that the twisted torsion and curvature are right ?-linear in the last
argument if F is based on Killing vector fields. Let X,Y, Z ∈ Ξ and h ∈ X . Then
TF? (X,Y ? h) =∇FX(Y ? h)−∇FR1.(Y ?h)(R2 . X)− [X,Y ? h]
=∇FX(Y ) ? h+ (R1 . Y ) ? L?R2.X(h)−∇F(R1(1).Y )?(R1(2).h)(R2 . X)
− [X,Y ] ? h− (R1 . Y ) ? L?R2.X(h)
=∇FX(Y ) ? h−∇FR1(1).Y ((R
′
1R2) . X) ? ((R′2R1(2)) . h)− [X,Y ] ? h
=∇FX(Y ) ? h−∇FR1.Y ((R
′
1R′′2R2) . X) ? ((R′2R′′1) . h)− [X,Y ] ? h
=TF? (X,Y ) ? h
proves right X?-linearity of the twisted torsion. Finally,
RF? (X,Y, Z ? h) =∇FX∇FY (Z ? h)−∇FR1.Y∇
F
R2.X(Z ? h)−∇
F
[X,Y ](Z ? h)
=∇FX((∇FY Z) ? h+ (R1 . Y ) ? (L?R2.Xh))
−∇FR1.Y ((∇
F
R2.XZ) ? h+ (R
′
1 . Z) ? (L?(R′2R2).Xh))
− (∇F[X,Y ]Z) ? h− (R1 . Z) ? (L?R2.[X,Y ]h)
=RF? (X,Y, Z) ? h+ (R1 . (∇FY Z)) ? (L?R2.Xh)
+∇F(R1 . Y ) ? (L?R2.Xh) + ((R
′
1R1) . Y )(L?R′2.X(L
?
R2.X
h))
− (R′1 . (∇FR2.XZ)) ? (L
?
(R′2R1).Y
h)− (∇FR1.Y (R
′
1 . Z)) ? (L?(R′2R2).Xh)
− ((R′′1R′1) . Z) ? L?(R′′2R1).Y (L
?
(R′2R2).X
h)− (R1 . Z) ? (L?R2.[X,Y ]h)
=RF? (X,Y, Z) ? h,
where in the last equation the eighth term cancels with the fourth and seventh term, as well
as the second and sixth and also the third and fifth terms cancel each other, respectively. This
concludes the proof.
6.6 Proof of Proposition 6 and eq. (89)
Decompose X = Xt + X⊥, X⊥ = X
aNa⊥. Then X(f
b) = XaNa⊥(f
b) = XaKac(f cif bi ) = X
b
must belong to C for all b = 1, .., k, i.e. must be of the form Xa = f bXab , for some Xab ∈ X .
Hence X⊥ = f
b(XabN
a
⊥) belongs to ΞCC , and Xt ∈ [X]. Decompose ω = ωt + ω⊥. One can
find an atlas of Df such that in each chart there is a pair of dual frames {ei}, {θi}, such
that {eα}n−kα=1 is a basis of Ξt and {θα}n−kα=1 is a basis of Ωt. Then ωt = ωαθα, and for all
X = Xαeα ∈ Ξt it is 〈X,ω〉 = 〈X,ωt〉 = Xαωα; this belongs to C for all (Xα) if and only if
ωα = f
aωaα, for some ω
a
α ∈ X . Hence ω⊥ = faωaαθα belongs to ΩCC , and ωt ∈ [ω].
In Proposition 4 we have shown that Ω⊥ ⊆ Ω′⊥ := {ω ∈ Ω | 〈Ξt, ω〉 = 0}. Conversely, for
any ω ∈ Ω′⊥ we have 0 = 〈X,ω〉 = 〈X,ωt〉 for all X ∈ Ξt, whence ωt = 0 and ω = ω⊥ ∈ Ω⊥.
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This proves the first equality in (89). To prove the last equality decompose X = Xt+X⊥; this
belongs to ΞC if and only if X⊥ is of the form X⊥ = f bXbaNa⊥, whence 〈X,ω〉 = 〈Xt, ω〉 +
f bXba〈Na⊥, ω〉 belongs to C iff 〈Xt, ω〉 does, for all Xt ∈ Ξt.
6.7 Proof of Proposition 13
We reduce eq.(135) to the ν-linear extension of eq. (94). For X,Y, Z,W ∈ Ξt we obtain
g?(R
F
t?(X,Y )Z,W ) =g(Rt((F1(1)F ′1(1)F ′′1) . X, (F1(2)F ′1(2)F ′′2) . Y )((F1(3)F ′2) . Z),F2 . W )
=g(Rt((F1(1)F ′′1) . X, (F1(2)F ′′2) . Y )((F2(1)F ′1) . Z), (F2(2)F ′2) . W )
g?(II
F
? (X,R1 . Z), IIF? (R2 . Y,W ))
=g(II((F1(1)F ′1) . X, (F1(2)F ′2R1) . Z), II((F2(1)F ′′1R2) . Y, (F2(2)F ′′2) . W ))
=g(II(F1 . X, (F2(1)F ′1R1) . Z), II((F2(2)F ′2(1)F ′′1R2) . Y, (F2(3)F ′2(2)F ′′2) . W ))
=g(II(F1 . X, (F2(1)F ′1(1)F ′′1R1) . Z), II((F2(2)F ′1(2)F ′′2R2) . Y, (F2(3)F ′2) . W ))
=g(II(F1 . X, (F2(2)F ′1(2)F ′′2) . Z), II((F2(1)F ′1(1)F ′′1) . Y, (F2(3)F ′2) . W ))
=g(II(F1 . X, (F2(2)F ′2(1)F ′′1) . Z), II((F2(1)F ′1) . Y, (F2(3)F ′2(2)F ′′2) . W ))
=g(II((F1(1)F ′1) . X, (F2(1)F ′′1) . Z), II((F1(2)F ′2) . Y, (F2(2)F ′′2) . W ))
−g?(IIF? (R1(̂1) . Y,R1(̂2) . Z), IIF? (R2 . X,W ))
=− g(II((F1(1)F ′1R1(̂1)) . Y, (F1(2)F
′
2R1(̂2)) . Z), II((F2(1)F
′′
1R2) . X, (F2(2)F ′′2) . W ))
=− g(II((F1(1)R1(1)F ′1) . Y, (F1(2)R1(2)F ′2) . Z), II((F2(1)F ′′1R2) . X, (F2(2)F ′′2) . W ))
=− g(II((F1(1)F ′′1(1)R1(1)F ′1) . Y, (F1(2)F ′′1(2)R1(2)F ′2) . Z), II((F1(3)F ′′2R2) . X,F2 . W ))
=− g(II((F1(1)F ′′2(1)F ′1) . Y, (F1(2)F ′′2(2)F ′2) . Z), II((F1(3)F ′′1) . X,F2 . W ))
=− g(II((F1(2)F ′′1(2)F ′2) . Y, (F1(3)F ′′2) . Z), II((F1(1)F ′′1(1)F ′1) . X,F2 . W ))
=− g(II((F1(2)F ′2) . Y, (F2(1)F ′′1) . Z), II((F1(1)F ′1) . X, (F2(2)F ′′2) . W ))
using the 2-cocycle property of F and its consequences (187), eq. (17), the definition of R, as
well as the Uk-equivariance of RF? , R
F
t? and II
F
? . The sum of these three terms is the right-hand
side (rhs) of (135). By (94) it equals the left-hand side:
rhs(135) =g(Rt((F1(1)F ′1) . X, (F1(2)F ′2) . Y )((F2(1)F ′′1) . Z), (F2(2)F ′′2) . W )
+ g(II((F1(1)F ′1) . X, (F2(1)F ′′1) . Z), II((F1(2)F ′2) . Y, (F2(2)F ′′2) . W ))
− g(II((F1(2)F ′2) . Y, (F2(1)F ′′1) . Z), II((F1(1)F ′1) . X, (F2(2)F ′′2) . W ))
=g(R((F1(1)F ′1) . X), (F1(2)F ′2) . Y )(F2(1)F ′′1) . Z),F2(2)F ′′2) . W )
=g?(R
F
? (X,Y )Z,W ).
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